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Warner 
not to run 
in 2008 
Former Virginia 
gov. won't pursue 
presidency 
BY JORDAN FUNDFRBURK AND 
BIN BAY N ION 
sff/tf r-itrf iniil   outnbuting writer 
Approaching the podium 
on Oct. 12, former Virginia 
Gov. Mark Warner made pub- 
lic his decision nut to run for 
the JIMS presidency. 
"I want to have a real life," 
Warner said in his official 
speech. 
Warner's   decision    leaves 
the held open to challatgtn 
and leaves Warner open to 
other political paths. 












I won't run 
for public 
office again." 
Mam Democrats saw the 
future of the party in Warner. 
"He   had   the   support   of 
both partial and was one ot 
the best governors," said Col- 
lege Democrats president se- 
nior kssica Killeen. 
Students also supported 
Warner and his division. 
"It he wants to spend more 
time with his  family,  il s ,i 
good decision," |umor l.upita 
I ere/ said. 
Warner had become a front- 
runner for the 2008 Democrat- 
ic primary Vice praaidtnl o4 
the College Democrats, senior 
Jacob Thielen, compared his 
chance to former President 
Bill Clinton. 
"Fifteen months out from 
the first nomination contests, 
I feel we would have had as 
good a shot to he MCCasaful .is 
anv potential candidate in the 
field." Warner s.nd 
Because of  Warner's sue- 
i ess .is ,i Dtmot r.it in a state 
normally considered red, 
many doors continue to be 
open for him. 
"He is an attractive choice 
for vice president/' Thielen 
said. "Him being on the ticket 
could twine Virginia I in the 
2008 presidential elections |" 
He believes Warner would 
betf tit as .i ticket balancer for 
a candidate with a Northern 
constituents 
I eft in Warner's wake in- 
clude two Democratic presi- 
dential hopefull - senators 
John Kerry (D-Mass.) and 
Hillary Clinton (l)-\ Y  j 
Kerry, President Hush's op- 
ponent in the 20114 election, is 
expected to make another bid 
for the president y, 
"I would be surprised to 
not see kerrv give it another 
crack," education assistant 
professor Iim Thomas said. 
Most Democrats see Kerrv 
as the more liberal choice 
Kerrv has been mov- 
ing more left. He is trying to 
gear up the more liberal side 
against Hillarv.     Ihielen said 
Clinton will be forced to 
shed her liberal stigma, ac- 
cording to Ihielen. 
i >ne thing with Hillary is 
that she looks more liberal than 
she really II/" Killeen s.nd 
Student and facult] re- 
action   to   Clinton    has   been 
mixed 
"Hillarv has a lot of mo 
mentum, but I do not think the 
U.S. is ready," Thomas said. 
see WARNER page 4 
Welcome Home 
M1NW WESTHOFF'imK* ph***'!*" 
JMU President Llnwood Rote waves to the public during the Homecoming festivities last weekend. 
Hair helps diagnose anorexia 
Researchers at BYU 
make discovery 
BY  K M II   KlIKK.i. 
■miff writer 
A recent study published b\ researchers at 
Bngham Young University found that human 
hair could be beneficial tn the diagnosis of an- 
ormdl and bulimia. 
According to Kent Hatch, the lead author 
of the study and an assistant professor of m- 
tegrative biology at BYU, previous methods 
of diagnosing eating disorders have relied 
stronglv on subjective measures su.h as sur 
veyi and i|uestionnaires that man? not always 
be accurate. 
Hair WOrkl like I tape reorder. Hatch 
s.nd As it growl, it records information like 
whether a patient is taking 
drugs or their nutritional 
condition" Hatch also said 
people with eating disor- 
ders often try to hide that 
fact, making surveys and 
questionnaires mislead- 
ing. Studying a sample of 
I patient's hair would give 
do* tors an objective means 
of determining a patient s dietarv practices 
I he study came about after Hatch, who 
was  studving  hair samples  of   cSffltVOTOUl 
see HAIR, page 4 
Health 
Beat + 
Study: hair can show eating disorders 
• Researchers correctly identified 
people with anorexia or bulimia 80 
percent of the time by analyzing five 
hairs. 
► More than 5 million Americans 
experience eating disorders. 
From the Harvard fcallng Disorders Cent! 
I \l KtA IWrvdrTdin 
Madison students excavate Montpelier 
James Madison's mansion 
undergoing restoration 
*\ KIM HA 
contributing writer 
Pot five weeks this past summer, lames Madison s 
Montpelier home was eJSO home to IS |MI ariheologv 
students Students spent 10 hour dav s tour davs I week 
under the sun working with the National Irust fur His- 
toric Preservations atcheolotlcal staff excavating the 
grounds dirvctlv in front ol the fourth president's man- 
sion. 
JMU students have been traveling to Montpelier for 
the past IM years on various excavation project! 
"|The schools exist| to let students gam experience In 
working in a professional environment,'  said arihropol- 
og) professor Clarence Gelec 
I hegrounds.it Montpelier ipan 2.000 acres end along 
with the Madisons. housed slaves and contained various 
industries such as I gnst mill and an mm factory. 
Montpelier is currently undergoing restoration to re- 
store the main mansion and the surrounding grounds to 
its original state in the I820l when the former president 
ph.MtnlluMnu.iiih> MINDI w) s | H< if I ' [•faili'tru/ilu'i I'I   /»/'.    ,"!,.'-    i 
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Larceny 
ing three cases ot soda, for a total value ot $45 from a 
construction site at Miller Hall Oct. 18 at an unknown 
time. 
Underage possession of alcohol, theft 
\ |MU student reported the thctt of a wallet m Showker jML- sludcnts wcre charged with underage poMMionof 
Hall between Sept. 30 at an unknown Hme and Oct. 18 aicoho) and ,he„ a, ,hc Chesapeake Hall Service Drive 
3,12:27 Pm Oct. 19 at 2:29 a.m. 
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Maidi (iras: Made in China 
the film "Mardi (Iras: Made in China" will be shown 
lonight at 7 p.m. in Transitions I earn about globaliza- 
tion and social injustice in our work! I he award-win- 
ning documentary is told with humor and curiosity. 
"Mardi l.ras: Made in China" provides a global con- 
nection by introducing worker-, and reveled to each 
other through a disposable commodity:  Mardi (,r.is 
beads. For more information, visit mardignumadtinchl- 
M ..>"! or upb.jmu.idu, or e-mail emrnem9jmu edit 
Spirituality Discussions 
1 he Office oi Residence I In is sponsoring a seru-s ,.i 
Spirituality Dialogues at residence halls ,u-ross campus 
for the next two neeks Beginning at 7 p.m.. each dia- 
logue will allow participants to discus! their perspec- 
lives on spirituality and learn from others' experiences 
in a non-judgmental environment, the Mondav (Vt 
2' session will lake place at Chesapeake Hall. Other 
sessions  include Wednesday, (Vt.  25 at Shorts Hall, 
Monday, Oct. 30 at McGnw-1 ong 1 tall and Wednesday, 
Nov. I ai Wampler Hall. Contact i zyszegj0jmu*du with 
any questions 
Up 'Til Dawn 
Up   Til   Dawn   is   hosting   a   letter-writing   party 
Wednesday, Oct. 25 from 6 to 10 p.m. in Transitions 
Volunteers should bring addresses of friends and fam- 
ily members and will join in letter writing to solicit 
donations for patients at St. Jude Children's Research 
Hospital. Free food will provided, and a cappella groups 
will perform at the party. Contact uptBdmm.jmu0gmail 
com for more information. 
Alternative Spring Break Sign-ups 
Sign-ups for international and long-distance Alternative 
Spring Break trips begin this week. Pick up your lottery 
numbers Wednesday, Oct. 25 and Thursday, Oct. 26 from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Wilson Hall, room 204. Actual sign- 
ups will be held Thursday, Oct. 26 from 8 to 11 p.m. in the 
Festival t enter Highlands Room. You must be present at 
sign-ups when your lottery number is called in order to 
go on an ASB trip. For more information, stop by Wilson 
Hall, room 204 or visit jmu.edulcfl/a>b. 
Psychology Peer Advising Job Fair 
A job fair will be held Monday, Oct. 30 from 1 to 5 p.m. in 
Transitions. Sponsored by Psychology Peer Advising, the 
event will have representatives from the)MU school ol psv 
chology. Peace Corps, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, the Center 
for Marriage and Family Counseling, the New Directions 
Center, Academic Advising and Career Development, 
|\1L s Doctoral Assessment and Measurement program, 
the Harrisonburg High School psychologist, Harrisonburg 
High School counselors, Radford, Towson and more I on 
tact pemdvtieOyihoo.am with any questions 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Mon- 
day and Thursday mornings 
and distributed throughout 
James Madison University 
and the local Harrisonburg 
community. Comments and 
complaints should be ad- 




























■ How to place a classified: Go to www.thebreeze.org and click on the classi- 
fied link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost: S5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed 
classified, $10 per column inch. 
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday 
issue. 
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office 
MAILING ADDRESS 
The Breeze 
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC6805 




Fax: (540) 568-6736 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James 
Madison University, serves student and faculty 
readership by reporting news involving the cam- 
pus and local community. The Breeze strives to be 
impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes 
in its First Amendment rights. 
-*i*/ ziffa v UuiiiJj) 
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I "ice hair cut with every highlight! 
Relaxation Awaits You! 
See Our New 
State of the Art Office 
and 
Meet Our Staffi 
(540)574-0808 
Featuring the Invisalign Orthodontic System 
Ken Copeland 
Family Dentistry      Door Prizes 
Refreshments One Block from SumII.IM- Apartments 
590 Neff Avenue • Suite ioo Tours and Demos 
540-437-4090 
mm 
Just arrived at The Exception 
HUGE SHIPMENT of 
Vera Bradley 
For example: 
Vera Bradley Newsletter names the Hipster 
as -i best seller - 150 Hipsters in stock 
Over ioo Totes in all colors 
Over 100 ZIP II) eases only $10.00 ea. 
Large Inventory of JAVA BLU1:! 
Belts. CD cases, I POD cases, & watches in stock 
Limited Edition Choe Choe Cases Here! 
50% of the net proceeds donated to 
Vera Bradley Breast Cancer Foundation 
Attention Sororities: Ask about 
Philanthropy Fundraising Opportunities 
Town Center 434-6828 
Treasures of the Earth 
Gem A Jewelry Shows 
Ifcc.    * i> V<. i:
t*ww toteshows. com 
*"* ■—i£-   4th Annual Harrisonburg 
Bead, Gem, Mineral A Jewelry Show 
Rockingham County Fairgrounds 
(On US 11 between 1-81 exits 240 A 243) 
4808 S. Valley Pike - Harrisonburg, VA 
October 27-29, 2006 
Friday & Saturday = 10am-6pm      Sunday = 11 am-5pm 
Admission $3   Ticket good all 3 days 
Children under age 16 Free - Hourly door prizes <S A Grand Prize 
Jewelry makers, goldsmiths A silversmiths from all over the U.S. who can 
reconstruct, repair, design or make original jewelry from customer selected 
gems, stones, opals and crystals. frem trees, wire wrap, wire sculpture, 
beads, stone beads, pearls, stone setting, amber, opal, mineral and fossil 
dealers.   This show is fun for the whole family. For info check our website. 
November 10-12. 2006 - Charlottesville, VA  - National Guard Armory 
Hdilor: lXtminu- Desmond 
Kdilor: RadUM DIXII        , 
Assislanl htlilor: Mary Hrances CVarsly 
bneztntws'e gmml., am 
(540) 568-8041 Campus 
wwwjhebreeze.org 
Monday. October 23. 2<X)6 I 3 
Around Campus 
College Republicans host 
Rep. (HMxllatte tonight 
Thf       JMU       College 
Republicans will be hosting 
U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R- 
6th District) at JMU Oct. 23, 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Health and Human Services 
Building, room 1302 
Goodlatte will speak tor 
30 minutes on student issues 
and will then answer ques- 
tions for 45 minutes 
Speaker to address 
peace in the Middle East 
Elias Chacour, the 
Melkite Catholic Church's 
archbishop of Galilee in 
Israel, will present "Is Peace 
Possible in the Middle 
I MtT*   luesdav, at |MU. 
The 7 p.m. lecture in 
the Health and Human 
Services Building, room 
2301, is part of the Mahatma 
Gandhi Center for Global 
Nonviolence's Tolstoy 
Lecture Series in Global 
Nonviolence. 
In the Valley 
City resident found with 
8.2 ounces of meth 
HARR1SONBURG —A 
city man faces felonv charges 
after the Rush Drug Task 
Force seized more than I 
1/2 pounds of metham- 
phetamine from his home 
earlier this month, the Daily 
News-Record reported. 
On Oct. 5, police ar- 
rested Fernando Baraias. 
2\ niter Marching his i si 
during a traffic stop and 
finding 8.2 ounces of meth 
and $500, said Tom Mur- 
phy, coordinator of RUSH. 
World & Nation 
Obama considering a 
run for presidency 
WASHINGTON   —   The 
Mandated Pans ttportad that 
Sen Barack Obama (EMU.) 
acknowledged Sundav he was 
Considering a run for president 
in 2008, backing off previous 
statements that he would not 
do so. 
Obama said he could no kin- 
ger stand by the statements he 
made after his 2UM election and 
earlier this \ear that he would 
serve a full six-vear term in 
Congress. 
Security clearance 
revoked at Paris airport 
PARIS — Authorities 
rescinded the security clear- 
inct of 43 baggage handlers 
at Prance's main interna- 
tional airport due to luipi' 
doni thev were connected 
with radical organizations, 
a top government minister 
said Saturday in an article 
by the Associated Press 
Responding tO reports 
a day earlier that several 
do/en baggage handlers at 
Charles de (.aulle llrpOfl 
had lost securitv Clearance* 
Interior Minister Nicolas 
Safkozy put the number at 
43 and said authorities had 
Cleat reasons to deny them 
securitv badges 
North Korea not 
building nuclear arsenal 
WASHINGTON   —   I he 
Bush administration is draft- 
ing a timetable tor the Iraqi 
government to address sec* 
tanan divisions and assume 
a larger role in securing the 
country,    senior    American 
officials said m i v,v York 
article. 
Details of the blueprint, 
which is to he presented to 
Prime Minister Nun Kamal 
al-Mahki before the end of 
the war and would he «ar 
ried out over the next year 
and beyond, are still being 
I 
JMU service programs flourish 
BY KAIKK.H MAMIH 
contributing writer 
Volunteering isn't just for Tennes- 
see anvmiHV. 
According to a report released 
by the Corporation for National and 
Community Service, today's college 
students are volunteering in greater 
numbers than a few vears ,if;n 
The research found that 30 per- 
cent of all American college students 
ages 16 hi 24 volunteered their time in 
2005, a 2 percent increase fntm the 2.7 
million students in 2002. Rich Hams, 
directorof( ommunitv Semce»Leam- 
mg. -Miid that while CSL cannot track 
all students who volunteer, it has no- 
ticed an increase at IML 
"I think IMI is really identified as 
having a service ethic," I lams said. 
And so do others. JMU has re- 
ceived several awards, including be- 
ing selected as a College with a Con- 
science by Princeton Review in 2005, 
and being ranked 24th nationalK tor 
Service-U'aming Programs by U.S 
Nan ini World Rfpirfs in 2002 
Alternative Spring Break tnps 
have grown significantly at JMU. 
The program began in 1992, and for 
tin- first several vears there were onlv 
one or two tnps a year. IXinng 1997, 
CSL expanded the program by train- 
ing students to lead tnps instead of 
die professional start By 2001 there 
were 25 tnps with 259 participants. 
I ast \ ear then1 H ere ^ tnps with 498 
participants. 
Senior Becca Bourne has been in- 
volved in ASH since she was a fresh- 
man and has worked with CSI. for 
nearly a year. 
"Service is a great opportunity to 
open your eves to things you prob- 
ably haven't seen in just day-to-day 
living," Bourne said. 
JMU students are not onlv dedicat- 
ing mail time at JMU, but are continu- 
ing with involvement in Peace Corps, 
Americorps, Teach for Amen, a and 
other organizations after graduation. 
"Service is part of the JMU culture 
now," Hams said, "For a lot of stu- 
M I I II   NOWUN «,tf■ phwwaphrr 
JMU student Brlttney Poulos enjoy* a day of Special Olympics bowling at Valley Lanes with her partner. JoAnn Slever. 
dents who are heavilv involved in service, it's 
a natural continuation tor what thev're doing 
at JMU." 
Kenneth lonrst regional recruiter for 
the Peace Corps, believes alternative spring 
break pnigrams and the Community Service- 
Iraming department are part of the reason 
IMl students are interested in volunteering 
alter graduation. 
"[JMU | is my best school in terms of 
interest," Forrest said. "A lot of people are 
interested and ,> lot know about it (Peace 
Corps| and have heard about it before. We 
recruit there because we get really high 
quality students and students who are reallv 
motivated; they want to make a difference 
for others." 
Dunng the first 3f» vears of the Peace 
Corps, 100 JMU students joined   Over just 
the next six vears, 1999-'05, 188 JMU stu 
dents joined the I'ea.e l OfM In 2006, JMU 
ranked second nationallv for mid si/e uni 
versities and 1.18th tor all time Peace Corps 
volunteers Cunvntlv, then- are 65 JMU 
alumni active in the react Corps. 
I*'ah Caiodman, a recent JV1L graduate, 
is going into the Peace <■ OTpt in February. 
She will spend 27 months in 1-itin Anierua 
teaching speoal education. (..odman con- 
sidered the Peace Corps near the end < >f her 
senit >r vear, hut opted to get her Master's in- 
stead V a grad student. (Goodman worked 
behind the scenes with ASB and parti. [Dat- 
ed in the Hurncane Katnna trip in Noveni 
ber2005. 
"The trip was an incredible expenence 
that words will never be able to describe 
said Goodman. "It was just a feeling, I knew 
something had changed." 
Fmm there, t .oodman said the division 
to apply for the Peace Corps was an easy 
one. 
"I think that at times people .ire scared 
to step out side and tr\  something new," 
Goodman StkL    I would encourage ever) 
one 10 Hist lake that step and MV where it 
leads 
Hams said that ( Si  dofll not trv to \,w 
claim to being the onlv service provider on 
campus, then- an' lot*- of organizations and 
individuals on campus ivhoaM involved in 
service 
i think that service is tht best wai we 
can live out our mission statement, prepar- 
ing itudenti to be educated and enlighteix'd 
oti/ens who will lead productive and mean- 




Rainy weather It causing this year's pumpkin crop to rot. spoiling some of fall's fun. 
Pumpkin patchy season 
H>    |l S   |   \l KM»N 
Contributing: writer 
I his Halloween season, there has been a 
pumpkin shortage. Due to vanous weather 
conditions nsi-ntlv and during the summer, the 
pumpkin crop has ln-come more scant this vear 
than in the past 
Matt I .ohr, whosefamik tends over si« scm 
lull ol pumpkins at lohr's I -Pick Pumpkins and 
Playiand In Broadway, arid it has been i "anal 
Season, but within the last week then1 has been 
so much ram that the pumpkins an- beginning 
to rot" 
John l.resiak, a meteorologist (mm Accu- 
Weather said 'We have had a path average 
amount of rain, euej-l September; which had 
ah >\ t average imaunti * >t precipitation 
"I he amount ot rain, the cool, wet weather 
in short time duration all could he causes In 
said. 
lack Hutchison, a veteran pumpkin grower 
with 16 years experience      12 ot which have 
been at the Valley Inn Pumpkin Patch oft Port 
Republic Road      agrees 
"Pumpkins can! Like I lot of moisture,'' he 
arid 
Hutchison's (arm holds about 10 ditlerent 
vartettesot pumpkins over three SJ rev 
left Phillips ot Mulberry Hills Pumpkin 
Patch, also off Port Republic Koad. has been in 
the bu irs and said then* weren't as 
many in the field tins year and that "the raim 
weekends defimtelv cut down on customers 
The ram is not the onlv factor that hindered 
the pumpkin crop this year "The pumpkins got 
In late this year/ I hit. his, .(l said. 
I ohr attnbutes this to the dry spell in the 
summer 
"I hen- was about hve weeks without a drop 
of ram,'   he said   llu- dr\ spell in the summer 
also dot rented the sue of l.ohr's pumpkins from 
laal .ear's largest pumpkin being about a hun- 
dred pounds tuonlv about fit'pounds this year. 
Phillips also saw a difference m his pump- 
kins   "I here were! as main   in the field this 
year,' he arid 
I .ohr and Hutchison raised their pnies tins 
year due to tfwdefidenC) Hut Phillips said that 
"1(1 to 20 percent |ot pumpkins| rot anvwavs,' 
he said 
Junior Meredith ( artton said the Increase In 
price ma\ make her think twice about buving a 
pumpkin 
"I don't think I'd pay over $111 for a pump- 
kin,    she said 
I hat wouldn't slop senior I milv Burl, but 
Other reasons will. 
"When I'm at school I don t haw a place 
to put one, but if I were at home I would." she 
aria 
So what should you look tor in a pumpkin? 
A BOOd pumpkin is nice and big, but not 
so big you oin'l earn it. with a relativck Hat 
side whu h makes tor good carving,'' Burl arid 
"It needs | decent stem as well, to make a good 
Kindle." 
Hutchison, I ohr and Phillips have similar 
ideas 
lhe\ all agree that a pumpkin should have 
I nice long green stem, should be firm without 
BOA >|xits and have a deep orange color. I hose 
three aspects will produce a lasting pumpkin, as 
long as the weather holds up 
After all, pumpkins go mean more than 
Halloween to some t#ov. Iimothv M. Kaine an- 
nounced that October will be \ irgima Pumpkin 
Month, giving recognition to the crop. Carl ton 
MH-s them as more than |ust an icon for Hallow- 
een. 
"Ihev remind me ot being with my fanulv 
and getting read) to the holidays, she said 
B> Kmv MASON 
contributing writtt 
Checking swa) n 
updating Pacebook profiles 
and shopping for the latest 
trends have all become com- 
mon activities for college stu 
dents on the Internet 
But is it becoming a prob- 
lem? 
"I have noticed that stu- 
dents are stmlents are tied to 
computers," said Cindy Allen, 
professor of technical and sd 
entific communication 
' I hey are more know ledge 
able or savw about llu- Inter 
net regarding non academil 
subjects 
"I  am constanti)   amazed 
at how attached students are 
tO the Internet through social 
networks, nicn as Pacebook 
which   1   find  a distraction  in 
the classroom setting. Because 
all of mv classes are taught in 
Computer labs, I Irequentlv 
have   to   remind    students   to 
close the sodal  networks so 
they can participate in the 
i lass.'   she sank 
\ ret enl itud) b\ the Edu 
cational resting Service, pub- 
lished in the '' Ushti 
Eduoafion, tested 3,800 students 
in information and communi- 
lation teohnolog) 
I he    service     found     that 
onlv 13 percent Ol the students 
were information literate 
I he stud) also lound that 
Student! were tvpicallv un- 
skilled at identifying biased 
or unauthoritative Web site 
information. 
"I'm     surprised     bv     the 
irudi) s findings," Angle said 
"In mv high school. v\e were 
taught how to research cor- 
rectly using the Internet   I he 
daai "as required tor gradu- 
ation. " 
said Allen 'Main students 
are not aware thai s.uiie web- 
sites ma) nol have trustwor- 
thy information, although the 
Internet has numerous trusted 
sources to support research, 
students    should    also    ICCeai 
physical' libraries to round 
out reaean h 
■\> i ording !•> the Chronich 
of Higher Education, educa- 
tion officials have suggested 
that information literacy be 
included in the No Child Left 
Behind Act and as a subject in 
higher-education reform dis- 
« ussions in order to attempt lo 
improve the recent statistics 
it is the responsibility <>f 
the teachers, at ,\n\ education 
level who require research 
to instruct Students on the 
proper use of the Internet as | 
BOUrce," Allen said. 
"At the risk ol sound- 
ing like a Nike commercial, I 
would s,n    lust  leach It!" 
MIMH \WMIHHI otrnphrr 
Despite the amount of time students spend In front of the com- 
puter screen, students are lacking In Information seeking skills. 
41 Monday. October 23. 2006 1 www.lhebreeze.org I The Breeze 
DIG: Excavation best way to 
study Madison's life on farm 
DIG, from front 
and Dolly Madison lived there. 
Students spent five weeks exca- 
vating the grounds in front it( the 
house to find evidence of the ex- 
istence of a fence that stretched 
along the front of the mansion 
and a carriage road, which led to 
the house. 
"Since then, the archeologi- 
cal team has found others that 
follow the curve where archeolo- 
gists at Montpelier believed it to 
be," said junior Tiffane [ansen, 
who is an anthropology student 
working at Montpelier. 
( Pieces of charred wood, glass, 
ceramics, pieces of brick and nails 
ft were uncovered and brought back 
to |MU. This' fall students who 
participated in the summer field 
school are doing an independent 
study on the materials thev found 
in order to gain a closer look into 
Madison's personal life. 
"Following his death all re- 
cords are destroyed or lost," Gn- 
er said. "We celebrate his role as 
president, but we want to under- 
stand Montpelier, his home, first 
established by his grandparents 
and built by his father" 
Few historical records ex- 
ist about life on the farm, which 
makes excavation the best MM) to 
study it. 
"We learn about human use 
of the site through time by study- 
ing when the artifacts date to be- 
cause matenals are made in dif- 
ferent wavs through time," said 
Kim Tinkham, a senior research- 
er ,it JMl s .m-heology lab. 
At Montpelier, students are 
entirely responsible for pho- 
tographing and sketching the 
matenals they find. Fight to 16 
people are accepted into the 
summer held school program at 
Montpelier, though the archeol- 
ogy field school programs offer a 
variety of different locations for 
students to choose from. 
The interior and exterior res- 
toration project on Madison's 
home to it?> earlv 19th-century 
state will be completed in 2009. 
"I greatly enjoyed working 
on the site and digging in the 
dirt," )ansen said. "It's a great 
feeling to be a part of finding 
and rebuilding something im- 
portant." 
HAIR: Samples help doctors 
monitor potential patient relapse 
HAIR, from front 
bears to determine their dietary 
and migration habits, teamed up 
with Steve Thomsen, one of the 
study's co-authors and the director 
of BYU's communicabons research 
center, who studies the impact of 
the media on women's body im- 
ages. Thomsen was looking fur .1 
means to objectively diagnose sit- 
ing disorders. 
"Because of the nature 1* eating 
disorders, I was concerned about the 
accuracy of surveys," Thomsen said. 
Hatch suggested his research 
into the hair samples from bears 
might also be helpful in deter- 
mining whether or not a human 
being suffered from anorexia or 
bulimia 
The study used samples of hair 
from a group of women who were 
in a treatment facility for eating dis- 
orders and a pre-screened contml 
group to compare the presence of 
specific forms of carbon and nitro- 
gen. The study showed with an 80 
percent accuracy level that research- 
ers were able to determine which of 
the participants suffered from eat- 
ing disorders. 
According to the JMU Health 
Center's Web site, approximately 
5 to 20 percent of college-aged fe- 
males and 1 to 7 percent of males 
suffer from eating disorders. With- 
out treatment up to 20 percent of 
people with eating disorders die. 
66- 
With this, we are 
able to pinpoint more 
specifically what 
their body needs. 
— AMANDA KUNZ 
BYU undergrad 
"It is clear that eating disorders 
area big issue in society," said Mop 
gan Crawford who worked on the 
Mudy .is an undergrad at BYU. 
In addition to aiding doctors 
in diagnosing new patients, re- 
searchers said hair would also help 
doctors monitor whether or not 
patients who have left treatment 
facilities have relapsed. 
"With mis, we are able to pn- 
point more specifically what their 
bod\ needs." said Amanda Kunz, 
who also worked on the study M ■ 1 
undergrad at BYU. 
I his is especially significant be- 
cause according to Thomsen, eabng 
disorders are often difficult to treat 
and patients often relapse. 
Ii is rw«t uncommon lor wom- 
en to be in and txit of treatment for 
\ears,   he said. 
Doctors amid use hair samples 
to make sure that once a patient left 
a treatment facility, or someone who 
was seeking outpatient care. WM 
following a proper diet. 
' t ertainh someone who is 
seeking treatment for an eabng 
disorder in a clinic is in a very con- 
trolled environment, but eventually 
thev have to leave," Match said 
Researchers will be conducting 
further studies lo further the accu- 
racy of the test as well as to exam- 
ine how some special gniups Rich 
as competitive athletes, vegetarians 
and vegans and overweight people 
who an1 <m contndled diets might 
affect the MUI Is 
"It is still in the testing phases," 
Crawford said. It is an idea that 
has not be explored before." 
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U. Texas group calls gay 
blood ban discriminatory 
BY COD* SCMUIT7 
/ Wu Texan 
AUSTIN — UniversiHot 
Texas student Jake Holbmok 
WMOMOi 108 gav men who 
donated signatun"s instead Q| 
blood on campus tins week 
because of their ineligibility 
to donate in the biannual Al- 
pha Phi Omega blood drive 
due to federal regulations. 
StandOut, a student 
organization dedicated to 
promoting LGBT issues 
on campus, gathered the 
signatures Monday through 
Thursday and then calcu- 
lated the number of lives 
that could have been saved 
from the donations of gay 
men on campus. 
The 108 prospective 
donors turned awav equates 
to 216 lives that could have 
been saved through blood 
donations, said Jason Ome, 
director of StandOut and hu- 
manities junior. This would 
amount to nearly 1,300 lives 
saved annually if they gave 
regularly — six times per 
year. Because of Food and 
Drug Administration regula- 
tions, sexually active gay, 
healthy mala, like Holbrook, 
a radio-television film s»-nu>r. 
are ineligible to donate blood. 
I In* regulation states that 
a male who has had sexual 
contact with another male 
rinOC 1977 dnnot donate 
Holbrook said it's "dehu- 
manizing" to be asked to give 
blood and have to respond 
that he can't. 
"Heterosexual people are 
lust as likely to be infected 
jwithtllV/AIDSlasme, 
and all the blood is tested 
anyways," he said. 'The ban 
is discriminators." 
StandOufs efforts have 
bniught the issue to the atten- 
tion of other organizations, 
such as OutLaw, the gay, 
lesbian and bisexual alliance 
at the UT School of Law. 
"I think that if they are 
going to create some type of 
ban, it needs to be not sexual- 
onentation specific. It needs 
to be applied to heterosexual, 
homosexual and bisexual 
people," said Mary Heard, 
president of OutLaw and a 
third-year law student. 
While Standout's opera- 
tion is working to bring gay 
discrimination issues to k>cal 
attention, the issues have 
started to be recognized on a 
national level, said Heather 
l'.irs.ins, director of devel- 
opment and community 
relations at the Blood Center 
of Central Texas. When the 
polk) was installed in 1983, 
it was necessary in the eyes 
of the FDA, because at the 
time AIDS was thought lo be 
mi*.t prevalent in that com- 
munity, she said. 
"America's Blood Cen- 
ters, the Red Cross and the 
American Association of 
Blood Banks have lobbied 
on a national level to change 
the ban from permanently 
to 12 months |of prior sexu- 
al activityl, which is in place 
for other risks of diseases," 
she said. Those three ma|or 
blood collectors are look- 
ing to change the deferral 
time. They don't think it is 
medically or scientifically 
justified." 
Those who have been 
incarcerated for more than 72 
consecutive hours, have had 
sexual contact with someone 
infected with hepatitis, have 
been treated for syphilis or 
gonorrhea or have received 
a tattoo in a state that does 
not regulate tattoo facilities 
must wait 12 months before 
giving blood, according to the 
American Red Cross Web site 
If 108 gay men at the uni- 
versity could potentially save 
thousands of lives, nationally, 
the numbers would be huge, 
Ome said. 
"Up to 7,000 lives could 
potentially be saved just 
from a ample of gay men, 
but because of this federal 
law mandate, gay men are 
not allowed to give blood. 
Because of the tired and ste- 
reotypical assumption that 
we all have or could have 
AIDS, is a slap in the face," 
Holbmok said. 
WARNER: Students weigh in on 
possible presidential candidates 
WARNER, from front 
with two years to go until the Democrat!) 
primary, many potential players have yet 
to emerge for the Democrats. John Ed- 
wards, Kerry's running mate in 2004, is 
expected to take a strong stab at the presi- 
dency. Thielen, however, believes Sen. 
Russ Feingold (D-Wis.) could be the poten- 
tial surprise. 
"He's opposed the war from the begin- 
ning," Thielen said. "It is going to have to 
be  someone  who's consistently  opposed 
the war." 
Expected to lead the way for the Re- 
publicans is current Sen. |ohn McCain, (R- 
Ariz.) 
"It depends with McCain whether or 
not he can get out of the primary," Killeen 
said. 
Killeen expects politicians to announce 
their candidacy following the Senatorial 
elections. "By the end of this year you will 
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Accuracy of Web site 
not easily dismissed 
IY GREG PIVARNIK 
The Daily Campus 
Wikipedia has become one of the most 
widely visited Web sites on the Internet, but 
not without controversy. The popular assump- 
tion with Wikipedia is that information in its 
articles has many flaws since experts on the 
subject do not necessarily write them. Though 
many professors and educators frown upon 
Wikipedia in a research setting, the informa- 
tion presented in many articles is quite accu- 
rate and the public at large should reconsider 
the validity of the Web site. 
There are many skeptics of Wikipedia because 
of the way knowledge is gathered and published 
on the Web site. In essence, anybody in the world 
can edit a Wikipedia entry. The fundamental 
theory behind Wikipedia is that a community of 
writers will edit entries to their sufficient satisfac- 
tion until the material presented is deemed ac- 
curate by the collective whole. There is no limit to 
what can be edited and who does the editing, and 
that is where much of the controversy arises over 
the precision of Wikipedia's articles 
The fear that information on Wikipedia 
is unreliable is highly over-exaggerated. Yes, 
the Web site is subject to vandalism and there 
have been a few notable cases. An event that 
garnered much public attention was when John 
Seigenthaler Sr., a prominent journalist was 
falsely accused of being involved with the as- 
sassinations of John F Kennedy and his bn>thcr 
Robert. These types of events though are the 
exception rather than the norm. 
There are many preventative measures in 
place on Wikipedia to ensure that the most ac- 
curate information is published. The first and 
most important is the community itself. Wikipedia 
is based on a community of thousands of writers 
who add and edit information. Most people are 
prone to portraying events and facts correctly. If 
sjirnebody does post information that is believed 
to be incorrect, ounces are somebody else is 
bound to fix it. There are also those writers who 
have been given administrator pnvileges. They 
can delete and un-dek-te pages and bkxck the IP 
addresses of those people who are constantly van- 
dalizing the Web site. In the near future, Wikipe- 
dia plans to introduce stabk> versions of each entry 
when the quality has reached a certain threshold 
There will be a sister page, which people can edit 
but the stable version will not be changed until 
significant improvements have been made. 
Perhaps the best evidence to date that Wikipe- 
dia is an accurate source of information is a study 
The fear that  information 
on Wikipedia is unreliable is 
highly over exaggerated. 
published bv Nature, one of the premier scientific 
magazines in the world, at the end of last vear 
Nature had experts from many scientific fields 
aimpare the accuracy of articles covering a variety 
of scientific subject matter from Wikipedia and 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Of the 50 entries sent out 
42 wvre returned In this comparison, the evalua- 
tors were not told which articles came from which 
source. To many, the results were cjuite surprising. 
Overall, both sources had four serious errors, such 
M iiiisinterpretations of important concepts, in all 
the articles combined. The number of minor inaccu- 
racies per article averaged about four per entry for 
Wikipedia and three for Encyclopedia Bntanrnca. 
Despite the growing empirical evidence that 
Wikipedia is becoming an accurate resource for 
information, students in the academic community 
are not encouraged to cite Wikipedia as a source. 
Wikipedia itself also has a disclaimer that states 
they make no guarantee for the validity of their 
articles. I ney encourage that reputable sources 
are used in their articles (which are listed at the 
bottom of the page), but this d<ies not guarantee 
that information has been previously published. 
With the way Wikipedia is set up, then' is alwa\ s 
a chance that information will be inaccurate. 
Though the information has become remark- 
ably more reliable, there are other areas the Web 
site that could improve upon. First as cited in 
the Nature companson, some of the articles wen- 
poorly wntten. The community of wnters and 
editors do a decent job of producing comprehen- 
sible work, but sometimes articles could benefit 
from editors. Also, the reputation of Wikipedia 
would be enhanced if scholars and experts 
would contribute more to the Web site, rather 
than |ust casting it off as |unk. 
The increased accuracy of articles on Wiki- 
pedia is only beneficial to the public. Visitors can 
now feel comfortable that the information they are 
soaking up is legitimate, with a few extraneous 
exceptions. The articles though should only be 
used as a starting punt. In order to ensure content 
accuracy they should be crow>-referenced with 
other reliable sourves Iven though there exists a 
chance of stumbling upon some inaccurate infor- 
mation, this new and radical concept should be 
dismissed .is garbage II was in* long ago th.it thl 
Internet itself was just beginning to catch on. The 
one k"sson Wikipedia can teach us is that nothing 
should be taken as pure fait We should always 
question the validity of information, whether it 
comes from a book. Web site or even straight fnim 
the mouth of a professor 
Greg Prvarnik is a columnist fiw the I Inwersity of 
Comu-ituul- Ihel 'ail\ ( ainpus 
lnion 
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House Editorial 
A vote for 
Voters find themselves between 
As we at The Breeze look 
toward Election Day, we do so 
with some trepidation. In the 
race between Sen. George Allen 
and (im Webb, Virginians may 
lose out in the end. 
In spite of of the repeated 
calls to "get back to the is- 
sues," character does matter in 
elections; on Nov. 7, voters will 
not elect ideas, they will elect 
people. In that respect, this elec- 
tion has left much to be desired. 
Enough newspnnt has been de- 
voted to the long and less-than - 
flattenng past of these two men 
to fill the pages of a Russian 
novel, and the picture that has 
emerged is damning. Regardless 
of the desperate level of spin 
to which both campaigns have 
been reduced, it still appears 
that Virginians have no alterna- 
tive but to choose between a 
racist and a woman-hater. 
Issues, of course, have fared 
no better this election cycle. As 
we saw during his bitterly lack- 
luster commencement speech 
at JMU's graduation ceremony 
last May, Allen has not exactly 
proven his capacity for depth 
of insight. If voting records 
and public statements are any 
indication, he has not had an 
autonomous policy thought 
since George Bush moved into 
the White House 
And while Webb may not 
parrot the president he has 
failed to distinguish himself on 
the issues as well      he entered 
the race over the Iraq issue, and 
has stayed the course ever since. 
I lis other policy initiatives are 
unspecihc and verbose, as are 
Allen's, but he does not have 
two-plus decades of public 
service in the Commonwealth to 
hide the fact. Webb is a one-horse 
race; his whole reason for being 
is that George Allen is George 
Bush, and he is not George Allen. 
So in the Senate race, Virginians 
find themselves between a rock 
and a hard place. But the choice 
between the two is still theirs. 
In New York State, polls in- 
dicate Hillary Clinton is all but 
guaranteed re-election, despite a 
Republican challenger. Even in 
Virginia's Sixth District (includ- 
ing Harnsonburg), Rep. Bob 
Goodlatte is running unopposed 
in what amounts to an old- 
school Iraqi election: vote for 
me, or don't vote. In this Senate 
race, however, the polls uulu Mr 
a virtual dead heat. Every vote 
in this election will be counted, 
and every vote will count 
The Breeze cannot in this elec- 
tion chot>se a candidate worth 
endorsing. But the voters of the 
commonwealth of Virginia can 
— and must — choose a candi- 
date worth voting for. On Nov. 
7, your voice will be heard, and 
your vote will matter. So fill out 
your absentee ballots or plan on 
going home to the polls, for the 
cliche is not cliche anymore: in 
this election, your vote may be 
the one that makes the diftervru e 
voting 
a rock and a hard place 
e ° o 
Submit Darts 6r Pats online at the- 
breeze.org, or e-mail submissions to 
breezedpChotmaiI.com. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and 
are printed on a space-available basts. Submis- 
sions are based upon one persoit's opinion of 
a grven situation, person or event, and do not 
necessarily reflect the truth. 
A "your-on-campus-Facebook- 
accountabi lity- was-appreaated" 
pat to the person who typed "do~ 
yourhomework!" into the log-in box 
on a library computer. 
From a senior who quickly got 
back to her paper 
An "I-like-to-piss-you-off- 
and-here's-how-1-do-it" dart to 
the international business major 
that is no longer "with" me. 
From the frustrated and fuming 
freshman formerly known as your 
girlfriend. 
A "moming-serenades-work- 
better-than-lattes" pat to the two 
girls on the bus getting rowdy to 
"Redneck Woman." 
From a senior girl who was about 
to fall asleep mid-bu> ride before your 
impromptu concert. 
A "who-do-you-thmk-you- 
are?" dart tit the JMU cop who 
almost ran me over in a parking 
lot on Friday afternoon. 
From a super senior wtio wishes lie 
could have a Cnmm Victoria and be on a 
superhew power trip, too. 
A "way-to-uphold-the-dumb- 
|ock-stereotype" dart to the group 
announcing a "raly" for "mens" 
and "womens" eliminated sports. 
From a freshman who came to 
college with a basic knowledge of 
spelling and apostrophe use. 
A "bathtubs-are-the-new- 
bres" pat to whoever switched 
out a tire swing with a hanging 
bathtub on South Main Street. 
From a sophomore girl with good 
memories of that tire swing, but can't 
help but laugh at your upgrade. 
A "cheddng-the-Weath«?rCnan- 
nel-may-help" pat to the guy who 
wore a heavy jacket with a scarf 
paired with shorts and flip-flops. 
From a guy who checks what 
Mother Nature was going to bring 
that day. 
An "All-Together-Oner dart 
to the SCA for handing out the 
"JMU Purple Out" T-shirts early, 
causing nearly every student at 
the pep rally to leave. 
From a Stiuient Ambassador who 
thought we were on the same team 
Through Murky Waters 
When grave robbing saves lives 
You don't need your kidney when you're six feet underground 
■Y ALEX SIHNE* 
senior writer 
No one knows what happens to his or her consciousness after 
they die, but most people feel they are reasonably sure what happens 
to their bodies. Of course, no one is around to see what happens to 
their corpses, and, as a New York case shows, there can be pit stops 
on the way to the casket 
Seven undertakers have admitted to stealing body parts from 
corpses in the New York area and reselling the bones, tendons and 
skin for medical procedures in the United States and United King- 
dom. As horrific as these ghoulish crimes were and are, their occur- 
rence (and others like them) point to a greater problem — the need 
tor tissue and organ donations. 
In the United States, it has been estimated that 30 to 40 percent 
of possible donors have exercised the option through their states 
according to the New York Times. These numbers are further reduced 
because the United States requires an individual to 
have died of brain failure and to be healthy 
enough generally to donate organs. These condi- 
tions serve to leave the donor pool drastically 
short of the 93,256 patients waiting as of Fri- 
day on organs in the United States, according 
to the United Network for Organ Sharing, 
an online organization that manages do- 
nors and recipients 
This need cannot be met through the 
policies currently in place. The National 
Institute of Medicine has recommended 
that the eligibility for donors be extend- 
ed to those who die of carduu arrest .is 
well. 1 his would be a good first step, 
but to truly meet the needs of the critically 
ill, the United States should do away with 
voluntary donors and instead assume all citi- 
zens to be eligible, assuming the proper health 
at tlie time of death, for organ donation. 
Once a person dies, they should be legally held to have sur- 
rendered all rights to their organs. The family deserves the right h» 
their corporeal form, but not to the inner parts that could instead 
he us«d to save another life. There is no moral reason why a person 
should be assumed to have sole right over their body's tissues, 
especially after their death. 
The California Supreme Court {Moore v. Regents of the University 
of California) and a L S  I )istnct Court {Grecnberg r Miami Children's 
Hospital Research Institute) have already ruled that even a living 
person has no control over how his or her tissues are used in mcdiml 
research once they have been donated  It is not unreasonable to ex- 
tend this to apply to all situations where an individual has no further 
use lor their tissue — it shoutd then become open to donation to the 
medical community. 
1 his isn't to My that entire bodies should be recycled since the 
family __^_ still has a right to have a body to 
mourn, or that organ, tissue or 
even blood donations should 
be compellable from living 
individuals — as long as you 
are using your body, it is your 
sovereign property. Once, 
however, a person no longer h*s 
need of his or her body, it shi>«M 
be legally required that any usaMe 
organs or bones — not skin, eyes, ot 
other external organs that could disturb 
a family at the funeral — be transplanted. 
This is not an unprecedented proposal — in Europe, 
some countries operate under an implied consent law 
where an individual is assumed to be an organ donor unless 
they sign a paper to opt out. This type of policy, or the mow 
extreme proposal outlined above, would serve to save 
lives without any negative repercussions — it would 
simply save so many perfectly good organs from rotting 
in the ground. 
Alex Strney is a senior anthropology and SMAD major. 
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Goodlaftc brings his auesl to end 
Internet gambling to tne Valley 
I he Intcfnet-giinbllng buoinen has 
become a $12 billion industry ihis year alone* 
with $6 billion of that going to unregulated, 
ottshon* businesses, (.ambling is currently il- 
legal m the I ntted SI.IU-%. exoapt for in those 
■brtH tl'.'l allow and rvgulate it   I he sudden 
In torn of Internet gambling has allowed fof 
a torm of gambling that is unregulated bv 
any authontv and often un taxed, due to the 
tact that a large portion of the money goes to 
PIMJn«M«ofthote. Rep (.oodlatte(R-oth) 
helped introduce a bill to Congress, H.R. 
3125 or the Internet (.ambling Prohibition 
and Enforcement Act, to curb illegal Inter- 
net gambling, HmfoR; Internet gambling 
would fall under the same n'gul.itions as 
othei tumbling, ilus bill has even been sup- 
ported bv the major sports onumizationej 
including tin \l I . MIA, MLB and V AA. 
due to the tact that they are concerned by the 
n-itni (toe In gambling rates I or students 
who are interested about learning more 
about the Internet Gambling Prohibition and 
Enforcement Act, Repn*sentabve CrPfldlettf 
will be discussing this bill, along with other 
issues pertinent to college students, today at 
7:30 p.m. in HHSroom L30J2 He will hoot a 
auoation andSanawer Neaion afterward so 
iat students ma\ have their questions about 
recent events and (MUM ■rowtrad. 
Kathryn McAbee 
aanloi political sdenoeand I ngtoh majof 
Getting back to the issues means the 
race-bating needs to stop 
I find it vet) ironic that Mr. Riedel 
titled his artu le 'Webb is a r.ti'ist,   Mid 
then dosed it uith asking campaign to get 
back to the issues 
I lot Oft Mr Medal tells the stun of Wcbb 
and Ins fellow ROICat I'SC in the early 1960s, 
and then asks us the reader; for "substantial 
iu-thing Allen did "even dose to 
tins Kverity?" VSelL maybe Mr. Riedel missed 
the nvent articles in the \\'<i-Jim$tim Post outlin- 
ing, in detail, a story about a much younger 
Allen. One time while Allen was hunting with 
a group t»i fnends, U' asked w hen,* the nearest 
|   blaci. neighborhood was Then he pnicceded to 
cutoff tin- head of one of the deer he shot and 
placed it in the mailbox ota black tamilv 
But mas be Mr Kiedel and I can agn*e .*n 
one thing: let's get bad. to the issues  Hie thing 
to note is rxH what happened 30 wan ago, 
but rather what is happening nght now. What 
Riedel called a n in regards to 
the comment made b\ < Eeonje Allen in August 
is more than that. It took Allen 10 days to 
apologi/c toS.R. Sidarth. What makes it worse 
is the tail a month later, Allen was attending 
aianipaignrally and bmught up the "gaffe" 
incident and then laughed about it. 
The fails ,m' these Allen has voted with 
President Bush "h percent of the time and is 
more interested in serving his party than the 
people of Virginia. |im Webb is .1 accented 
war veteran and a tormer NvnM.iry of the 
Navv under the Reagan administration He 
will vote with Virginia's bi*st inten*st in mind 
and promise toaerve Virginia lor all si» Wan 
as a senator, rather than having presidential 
ambitions in 2008. 
featka KUIeen 
senior Spanish and political science ma-or 
Fearmonsenng is the truly hypo- 
critical election tactic 
A mvnad of thoughts crossed my mind 
after n'.idmg t'raig hnkeMem's.olumn "Hv- 
poensv at to best," (mm the Oct. 19 issue of 77r 
Breeze. Mr. hnkelstein throws out numerous 
unsubstantiated claims suih as accusing Dem- 
ocrats of "voting to ensure that Amenca is |,-ss 
safe than beftwe Sept. 11" and opposing "the 
use of any methods Amenca has enacted p» «st 
Sept. 11 to prevent another inaiur attack hum 
happening." Without specific examples, these 
accusations look very much like what thev an- 
— politically charged (argon, void <»f anv rial 
meritonous value. I would rvcommend that 
the next time he attempts to make such loaded 
statements that he have some semblance of a 
body of evidence to back them up. 
He also calls into question the media circus 
surniunding the Mark Mev sex scandal, and 
essentially equites the .ictii vis of Mark h>le\ 
(those being at the very least attempting to illicit 
sex from minors, pedophilia, if you will) to Bill 
Clinton's notonous adulterous affair during his 
stay in the t. H all )thce Most would agree mat 
any sort of moral judgments passed in the rest of 
the piece would be null and void after making 
no moral distinction whatsoever between sex in- 
voking two consenting adults and sex between 
an adult and a child. I think Mr. Finkelstein 
made this move deliberately and it was some- 
what disappointing considenng he dearly has a 
handle on the use of the English language and 
should have been able to make himself clear 
Finally, I also noticed that the focus of the 
pui e went tn»m analyzing the Bush-hating of 
the Democratic Party, to attempting to scare 
people into voting Republican. It felt both    , 
irresponsible and detrimental to the political 
dialogue to dodge any sort of statement about 
issues and cut towards using fear as a tool. And 
after all, at its heart, using fear to mob •ate the 
.Ktions of gnmps of people is the very defini- 
tion of terrorism. Oh, sweet ironv. 
Jonathan Baker 
junior philosophy major 
Editorial Policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions pub- 
lished in The Breti* are welcomed and 
encouraged letters should be no longer than 
250 wonts, must include a phone num- 
ber for venfication and can be e-mailed to 
opmKin&thebreezeorg or mailed to MSC 6805 
Gl, AnuSony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 
22AT7 77ic Breeze reserves the right to edit all 
submissions for length and grammatical style 
The hi Mis,- editorial reflects the opinion of 
the editorial board as a whole, and is not 
necessarily the opinion of any indwiudal staff 
member o/The Breeze. 
Editorial Board: 
Matthew Stoss, editor in chief 
Caite White, managing editor 
Bnan Goodman, opinion editor 
77M- opinions in this section do not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff 
or James Madison University. 
Breeze Horoscopes 
by Bnan Goodman 
mouthpiece of the C0 
LIBRA: With Ursa Major pulling strongly in the South- 
em sky, you will find yourself pondering for hour*, how 
Fergie doesn't know that London is an actual city, that 
London does in fact have a bridge, and that it doesn't 
involve her underwear. 
SCORPIO: All signs indicate thai Rep. Coodlatte, of Virgin- 
ia's Sixth District, will win re-election. 
SAGITTARIUS: The positions of Mars in relation to the 
moon will likely cause children to dress up like monsters 
and beg for food door-to-door in approximately eight day». 
CAPRICORN: You have recently made a big decision that 
will direct the course of the rest o( your life. You chose 
poorly. Please try again. 
AQUARIUS: II wily Jupiter is to be believed, your professors 
have all conspired to schedule every one of your midterms 
on the same day, just because they hate you. 
PISCES: The sure indicate that you had a very long Home- 
coming weekend, which resulted in a very long hanjv 
Take two ibuprofen and call the stars in the morning. 
ARIES: You will die 
TAURUS: The alignment of the outermost three planets 
indicates that today is a bad day lor travel. Don't get on the 
plane. 
GEMINI: The gravitational pull of the moon, combined 
with the position of Saturn, will cause Kurt Cobain to 
rise from his grave and perform a benefit concert for his 
wife'a rehab bills in the Arboretum. During the concert, 
he will look around, state ~llt9% thisl" and promptly go 
back to the grave. 
CANCER: You will eat Cheez-Its. Lots and lots of Cheez-Its. 
LEO Chances are good that you will have a fender bender 
with Richard Simmons in a Sheet/ parking lot. where he will 
promptly roundhouse kick you in the face. 
VIRGO: Venus' position will cause this week s installment ol 
"Lost" to be cancelled, replaced by the episode of "Chip and 




Free and Confidential 
Pregnancy Tests 
Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center 
Call 434-7528 
Advertise with The BLBBZBI 
Contact us TODAY to get your ad in The Breeze 
Phone; 540.568.6127 Email: the_breeze@jmu.edu 
it- meineke car care center RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE. HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St 540-438-5858 (Comer of Rl 11 South and Pleasant Hill Rd . beside Sneeu) 
Brakes ■ Exhaust • Shocks 
Struts • Oil Change • Tires 
Tire Balancing • Wheel Alignment 
Maintenance ■ And Much More 
90 Days Interest Free 
Minimum Monthly 
Payment Required 
OPEN MON - SAT 7:30 AM TO 6 PM 
I Rich I ndrrcar 
Inspection & rMimulc 
i ALL STUDENTS 
& FACULTY 15% 
K4MIHWl«la»l*''a-ia|*JtS>W'J- 
■*•■>■ •>**■«■ V* li-Ht>.. 
OIL CHANGE $1*00 
off "off 
Parts" o» <*•»*.»«» 
• i 
meineke ijssti'JKBSrs 




GET RELIEF TODAY! 
Same day appointments available! 
INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
meineke 





Harrisonhurg Chiropractic ("enter 
Dr. Raymond Wright 
(Palmer Graduate) 
Behind Valley Mall in Town ( (inn 
432-6842 
DES8K SAFERI 
HALLOWEEN FUN RUN!! 
F-"-'P- 
Take JMU back to your high school: 
Be a Madison P RIDE Representative 
Tuesday, O I 24th OR 
Thursday, Oct  26th 
7pm-8pm in Taylor 405 
JMUlsit inyoii (.(tin 
lake JMU back to your high school 
Be B Madison P.R.I D E Representativi 
Tuesday, Oct. 24th OR 
Thursday, Oct  26th 
7pm Hpm in l.iylnr 405 
(Ml liMtiny'Hi i orn 
aaaa*t*a)a*       u.«i.kJ»«, 
ABCaaaV       UUMl>J«i 
The Breeze  www.thehreezex>rg\Monday.October 23,200617 
Fascinating. Challenging. And T^J, 
Vdry rewarding. If you'ra looking for 
a career where you'll riavs ins " 
respon^Jbiiiiy and clsdsicwwnaking 
power ro impad an international " 
company's future — and your own 




We're looking for smart, confident, 
dynamic leaders to grow with us 
as District Managers. /ou'JJ motivate. 
/ou'JJ empower. /ou'JJ transform 
management potential into 
leadership e/perience while 
overseeing -'; to 6 of ALDJ's 300+ U.S. 
stored And you'll do it all while 
enjoying a generous compensation 
and benefits package: 
■» 10 days of vacation first full calendar 
year 
■• 20 days of vacation second year 
j A company car (Toyota Camryj 
i« Disability and life insurance 
j Medical, Dental & Vision insurance 
J A retirement savings plan 
Great pay, great benefits, and the 
kind of responsibility that require: a 
full year of hands-on training. This 
isn't just a job — it's a career. 
Interested? Let's talk. 
:D£ M/F/V/D ALDI.com 
"'J/jie/nshJp un:J Jnie/uatJouaJ 
Dpipo/iD/jJiJes Also AvaJJabJe 
District Manager position interviewing on Tuesday, November 14 
Sign up thru MonsterTrak 





2 3 9 
4 1 2 
5 7 
8 2 3 4 5 
9 2 
8 1 7 
6 5 2 
4 1 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: ft # * * * 
<: 2(K)6 hrmnfrefzepiizzles.com 
See today's answers online at thebreeze.org 
Appetizers French Fries or Onion Rings $1.25 
Wings (all day everyday, dozen) $4.80 
Boneless Buffalo Chicken Wings $4.95 
Cheese Sticks $4.95 
Supreme Nachos $5.50 
Nachos and Cheese w/ Salsa $3.95 
Chicken Tenders (regular or spicy) $5.50 
Quesadilla (chicken or beef) $4.95 
Steamed Shrimp $4.95 
Cheese Fries $4.95 
Brew City Mild Sampler. $4.50 
Homemade Chili $2.95 
Brew City Hot Sampler $4.50 
El Toro Hot Wings (dozen) $4.50 
Salads Chef Salad or Grilled Chicken Salad $5.95 
SlbS/ The Pub Burger $3.95 
ta»iwlcaesPuD Cheeseburger $4.50 
Bacon Cheeseburger $4.95 
Jumbo Burger (overr 1/2 lb.)     $<<« 
The Pub Sub $5.50 
Grilled Chicken Philly $5.50 
Steak & Cheese Sub $5.95 
Philly Cheese Steak .........$5.95 
Three Cheeser (Veggie) $5.50 
Fish Sandwich or Fish & Chips .$5.50 
Crab Cake Sandwich $6.50 
Reuben S650 
Ham & Swiss (made to order) $3.95 
Grilled Cheese $2.95 
Beef Burrito $5 50 
Albacore Tuna Melt or Smoked Chicken Salad $5.50 
Pub Dog $2.95 
Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich $5,50 
Jerk Chicken Sandwich $550 
Buffalo Chicken Sandwich $5.50 
Create Your Own Wrap $5.50 
Clip out this 
Pub Dollar" 
One Dollar Off Food Purchate! 
JMU Ladies enter the Miss Hawaiian Tropic Model Search 
this Thursday, October 26. Win Cash Prizes & More! 
www.myspace.com/dothepub 






1 Sarah ■ Jeweti 
S MCIMIIC monomaniac 
9 Michelangelo subject 
14 Mecca men 





23 WORK IS FIRST 
PRIORI I V 
25 DELEGATES Will 
27 Plant pest 
2K Pianist Lupu 
30 Anderson "s "High 
31 "I told yon so' 
32 Alaskan port 
34 Wine valley 
3X "Blue -"('63 hit) 
41 NEEDS LITTLE 
DIRECTION 
46 Opposite ol aw cat her 
47 London lavatory 
4X Anglo-Saxon laborer 
49 Jabber away 
51 Catherine of "7lh 
Heaven" 
55 Most fashionable 
5X Produces a cryptogram 
60 Islamic deit> 
61 Swiss sharpshooter 
62 -' War (racehorse I 
63 Crossworders need 
66 Tempest - teapot 
67 Bull or boar 
69 Author Umberto 
71 "-Nidre" 
72 Once again 
7 H i« H)I) COMMUNI- 
CATION SKI! : 
7X Oktobertest offering 
80 Pax 
81 Cologne cry 
82 Snaky swimmers 
83 Blunder 
X4 Ritier or Houston 
87 Olympic hawk 
89 Kansas city 
91 Colorado or Con- 
necticut 
94 Dickens character 
% Dennis, tor one 
98 Barnyard birds 
99 Bum a bit 
100 Actress Virna 
102 Advanced deg 
103 Tolstoy's "-Kar 
enina" 
105 HAS LEADERSHIP 
*;l ALITII-.S 
109 Pull on a rope 
1 T~- r * 1 1 1 I F" T I1 n ■1 '4 rrr- 7^- FT- ■8 
IS .1 ■ 
■ 
." H2A 79    ■                 H30 ■■n 
HJ' 13 it P Jfl H 
** 47 4* 
-i 1 M SO    1 Si 
■ 
1 I ■ ■ ^m '''" I   H^^ Hr*' 
74    I 





■■lUU • H H H^ 
HI ■(-1 IN ■I' 1001 
HIM 1111 HI Hn? 
in ■ ■ BH             ■neil! ■ ns !20 • .'• ■?? II IK 126 1 HI V .'- \m '30 1 
'11 ,. HI m 
1 JS ,. IB m 
111 Tend (he sauce 
112 Actress Perlman 
113"- the season 
114 - glance 
I I'< Sniper I .nut 
II" I «--l.-r ..r S.1111 
I-Ml ARI-I-R MINIII II 
129 AGGRESSIVE 
131 Shakespearean sprue 
I lJ Surround a Scu[.n 
133 Mythical vessel 
1 MOtvaofl 
135"- Night in Georgia" 
(70 hit) 
136 De Valeiaof Ireland 
I '7 Snack 
138 One of the Kennedy. 
DOWN 
1 Dept of Labor div 
2 Harvest 
3 Old auto 
4 Weather factor 
5 Ixalherworker's tool 
6 Legatee 
7 Romeo 
K Kan in (he wash 
9 Pop 
10 Latin I uurd 
11 Compete 
I: I'.in of MIT 
I !   Mellow Yellow" 
Mow 
UQty 
15 Sound from the stands 
16 Aromatic plant 
17 French psychologist 
18 Wise guy? 
24 Fragrance 
26 Hurler Hershtser 
29 Sturm - Drang 
33 Encounter 
35 Flying start'' 
36 Inhibited one 
37 Ed of "JFK" 
39"The Merry Widow 
composer 
40 Conceal 
41 Out ol sorts 
42 Zodiac animal 
43 A bit ol H.u 11 
44 Draft status 
45 Cheesemaker's need 
50 Honshu metropolis 
52 Hold fast 
53 Lucci role 
54 Clarinetist Artie 
56 Playwright Rice 
57 I..isictn European 
59 Actor James 
62 Highway sign 
64 Does some cobbling 
65 Actress Sommer 
6H Rachel's sister 
70    Locta, 11 
72 Williams of "Happy 
Days" 
73 Novocaine target 
■ M.icstroGcorg 
75 "Beat it!" 
76 Roller-coaster feeling 
77 Tennis pro Naslase 
78 "Wozzeck" composer 
7" ■ Clinton's Ditch" 
84 Senator Lott 
85 Some skirls 
86 Trepidation 
88 Runner Zalopek 
"0 Composer -Schitrin 
91 Bill of Rights gip 
93 Son of Isaac 
"5 He s abominable 
96 Ho Chi - 
97 "Kookie" Byrnes 
99 Southwestern capital 
101 Lamour's wardrobe 
104 Tidy 
106 Parenthesis shape 
107 Pas de- 
108 Poet Sidney 
109 Pageant prop 
110 Computer acronym 
113 It'll give you a lift 
ll5"-Ca-Dabra"C74 
song) 
117 Bank offering 
118 Spanish river 
120 Crooner Perry 
121 San -Obispo.CA 
122 Fcrr.ua first family 
124 Berry or Olin 
125 Crafty 
126 Impact sound 
127 First name in comedy 
128 Slimpy's pal 
130 Aah 's partner 
W/l&r+e/fo 0k 
Jovcmkw 2,2006 
John P*ul Jones ^reoa 
tit* <m p* pt tlm? 
UCffl {<&*$> /•WWA4. km) 
V*m & stvti* Ott. 2nd/ 
iini 
Hm 
farm*/* irfinrttw: ***.ttrt*r.Hrfivi.U*/itUuitt/tn*tt/OCO/ 
bdilor: Kelly Fisher 
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Take a walk 
through the arts 
Downtown opened its doors to the arts Friday for the Museum and Gallery Walk 
■Y WILL FAWUY 
contributing writer 
Downtown Harrisonburg was alive with artwork, live mu- 
sic and dance performances, open galleries and free food for the 
Museum and Gallery Walk last Friday. There were many exhib- 
its, but the vanety and liveliness of the event were what really 
made it a success. 
In the amphitheater in front of the Massanutten Regional Li- 
brary, local musician Randy Black strummed his guitar as maps 
of the 30 events were handed out at the information table. 
The traditional art galleries such as OASIS and The Smith 
House offered a lot of paintings and pottery one would expect to 
see on a gallery walk. However, there were a few surprises. 
Located on the third floor of the Public SafetyBuilding was a 
collection of antique fire-fighting equipment, uniforms, fire ex- 
tinguishers and trucks. The hallway was lined with news clip- 
pings of rescues from fires past. 
OASIS featured art made by local artists such as former Bridge- 
water College professor Paul Miller Kline and Bridgewater painter 
Lev Norford. They also had a musical group, the folk band None- 
such, playing on the top level of the gallery. This group's old-time 
sound added a cozy, welcoming atmosphere to the gallery. 
The Museum and Gallery Walk was also a good opportunity 
to meet some of the artists and talk with them about their work. 
One of the artists was Waynesboro potter Michael Gamble. His 
work ranges from large plates and bowls to tiny flower hold- 
ers. When his daughter kept bringing flowers home. Gamble 
thought, why not make a holder for them out of clay? 
'I took potter) as an elective in school, .mil then I Ml ID love vuth 
it," Gamble said of his first experience with dav. "I just like forming 
things out of lumps of day, mud." Another thing that excites this local 
potter about ceramics is the complexity and variety of glares. 
Another artist at the event was wood turner Alyce Pollock. 
I -aughing, she described the process and showed the tools that she 
uses in the process. She explained how the bowl she was finishing 
was attached to the turner by a wooden piece that she had made 
herself to fit exactly into the mouth of the bowl. 
"We turners are as proud of the tools we make as we are of 
the finished products we create," she said. 
In addition to visual artists, there were also a vanety of musi- 
cians present at the Gallery Walk. Several restaurants featured live 
music. Musician Mickey Glago performed aboard a trolley, which 
ran around the square every 15 minutes. The men's ensembleCan- 
tore sang from 5 to 7 p.m„ livening up the square with its music. 
The JMU Marching Royal Dukes drum line took over at 7 p.m. for 
the grand finale. About 50 people gathered amund Court Square to 
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on political revolt 
Theatre II brings current issues 
to light through new production 
Bv ADAM LOWF. 
contributing writer  
A revolution is aboul the take place on JMU's campus. 
Ii will be masked, it will be fierce and it will be found at 
I heatre II as The Stratford Players are presenting Eugene 
O'Neill s    I he Kmperor |ones" this week. 
In O'Neill's original play, a man commits murder, 
goes to prison and escapes to be- 
come a tyrannical emperor. As he 
oppresses his sub|ects.   the  native's 
, resentment   toward   him   and   his 
iLmperor government  grow   until  he  is over- 
lotll'H thrown. Only during the emperor | 
escape attempt does he fully realize 
|h« natives .ire not as ignorant as he 
had believed 
Originally set on a small West In 
diet island, this production has an in- 
tentionally ambiguous time and place, 
bringing   the   relevance   ol   (odav's 
world to emerge from the original 1920s play. 
Director Vince /angardi said the play "deals a lot with 
political turmoil and idea ot oppressed people rising up 
against .1 corrupt le.uler. the idea 0| revolution 
"I think that in today's current socio-political status, the 
COnotfri ot revolution ,ind the idea that a small people can 
stand up for themselves and fight against being oppressed, 
it's very poignant and relevant." 
But rising up and challenging the paradigm won't stop 
With )ust the SCnpti M n,,s inspired the entire experience in 
addition to a lot of new theatrical elements not included 
previously at Theatre II. "The theme of the show is revolu- 
tion, but also the way we're putting it together is revolu- 
tion. We challenge ourselves .ind challenge the audience," 
Zangardl said. 
Among these new aspects will be non-traditional creative 
movement, masks and music, promising 'Tmperor |ones to 
be a very theatrical spectacle, not |ust  'living-room realism." 
Zangardl said. 
'The Kmperor Jones" runs luesd-iv thnmgh Saturday at 8 
p.m. each night, with an additional midnight show on Ind.n 
Tickets will be sold .it I he.itre II Monday tmm 4 to 7 p m   .is 
f^5   Art Gallery 
ArtWorks provides space for 
student artists to show work 
JMU's student gallery adjusting to new home on Grace Street 
Tuesday 
$3 at the door 
8 p.m. 
Theatre II 
well as at the door two hours before iiirtam 
sv LEIIA SAADEH 
contributing writer 
ArtWorks is like a hidden treasure It 
looks like an old factorv on the outside. 
but once you walk up the stairs, you en- 
ter .i colorful and exquisite world of art. 
Located <"i (.race Street. JMU's student 
gallery is a place for students to show off 
their artistic side. 
I he idea of a student-run gallery was 
first conceived of in the 1970s, and located 
in the former /irkle House on South Main 
Street. Last semester, the gallerv moved to 
t.r.i.e Street and became the current Art- 
Works gallery. 
" I his sp.n c is amazing," said senior Resa 
Brkkaon, the director of ArtWorks. "It's 
much better than the Zirkle I Urns,- " 
The moveable walls in ArtWorks 
allow the artist more display options 
than the fixed walls of Zirkle House 
while also adding a dynamic look to 
the gallery. 
A more open floor for viewers to 
walk around and better lighting also 
contributes to the benefits of the new 
gallery. The location is convenient. 
making the gallery still walking dis- 
tance from campus. 
"The contrast of the white moveable 
walls splashed with colorful art along with 
the old brick walls of the previous factorv 
give the gallen | wr\ modern look, sort 
ol .1 New-York-loft feel," sophomore I in 
Martland said. 
All different kinds of art arc featured at 
ArtWorks  i he style is mainlv modem and 
contemporary and encompasses all varieties 
of mediums. 
"Artists |can| apply |to in be in the 
shows), Incorporating photographs or ex- 
amples of their work and an explanation 
of their theme along with a resume," Bf> 
ukson said. 
Alter the application process, the direc- 
tors and advisors decide whose work is dis- 
played in the current exhibit. 
Each exhibit is displayed for two 
weeks, but the present exhibit. Three: 
A Collaborative Exhibition ot Student 
Work" is displayed for three weeks, end 
ing 0d 28. I his exhibit is special because 
three different school are incorporated in 
the show; Eastern Mennomte l nivenlty, 
Bridgewater College and (ML. 
ArtWorks is not limited to JMl art ma- 
jors 
"Sometimes SM AD majors are shown 
in the gallery rather than |ust the expect- 
ed art majors," Brlckson said. "Really, 
anyone who applies and gets accepted 
can be shown, however, it's generally 
JML students because of the location 
Everything about ArtWorks is student- 
run, but there is a faculty advisor, ' SsBe Bel- 
lavance, who assists when needed 
I here   is   a   room   inside   the  gallerv 
where professional artists trom the New 
Image Gallery get a chance to present 
their art in every exhibit. 
In this current exhibit, art was shown 
from the C ontemporan Mathematical 
Photograph) <\nd New Media theme 
One example was a series ol pieces titled 
"Alma's Arithmetic" bv Eugene lulchin. 
Which incorporated geometric shapes 
and bright colors 
The gallery is open Imm 12 to 5 p.m. 
Mondays through I hursdays and trom I 2 to 
4 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays 
BjrqvAn 
"The Uttle Death," by Jessica Anderbere;, Is currently or display at the ArtWorks gal- 
lery on Grace Street. 
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K o\ IC CVtlU 
'Prestige' brings 
magic to the movies 
The season's second magician 
mo\ ie has a hat full of tricks 
KV Aw HORNADAI 
M VSH1NG rON      Henri something every critic lives to be 
■ rite II ^ouseeonemagic-At-the-turn-oMhe-cientuf) movie 
ar moke ti    I he Pre* 
I he other turn-ot-ihe-centurv-nue,H nun le this mac *'f course. 
he Illusionist," which starred Edward Norton -is ■ conjurer 
ia who enters into a craft] cat-and-mouse game with a po- 
played bj Paul (liamatti. 
ilw Prestige' also features two terriSc actors - Christian Bals 
and Hi kr pU) ingofl eat h i rther, .is prestidigitators com- 
or fame in I9u>centur\ london. I hrow Michael Came. Scar- 
nsson and i >avid Bowie into the mix and vou have a class v, 
ing thriller that keeps viewers guessing, but. unlike its less 
tuist\ hut more opaque predecessor, lives v iewerss fighting chance 
hi figure it all out before the third-act Big Reveal. 
Bale and ]m kman pla;  birred Burden and Robert Angier, who 
-tart OUI as magu ians assistants before breaking OUt on their own, 
edb) tlu-premature death of ihe \vife of one of ihe 
heir I valrj  takes on life-and-death proportions, as Angier 
ivelj tries to steal BorderfS secrets, a quest that eventual!) 
lands him in v olorado Springs, where Nikola lesla (Bowit) la ex 
penmenling with the kineti. effecta of electrification. Meanwhile. 
the men are observed and advised hv their mentor, an eminence 
imed ». utter (CaineX who has seen it all before through 
rheumy, knowing ej 
Director Cruistopher Nolan is KM known tor his mmd-game 
thriller   Memento. ' hut he keeps the structural gimmickn at hav hen-, 
lead on his characters and making sure that their Kiln 
nnthine feints aid legibility the title The Prasugi 
fen to me third part of a magk trick when whatever has disappeared 
red, .i- I utter explains. s.» that the audience's cathartic needs 
i   And the film lives up to its title. I he tricks themselves — the 
Me errant birds, a woman plunged into a tub of water, a man 
seeming to appear out of nowhere      are beautitulK chore*graphed, 
: their share oi mvsterv before thev'n' explained. 
I hose explanations .ire always a letdown* as a brief!) enchant- 
ed world i- revealed orue again to be the same old vale of tawdry 
ion. Hut up through its own third act, 'The Prestige" is full 
ot modest wi leasuwa < hier among them are the people 
who populate its world, from the wondertul troika of lead a.tors 
to such new faces as Rebecca Hall, who brings a wholesome, well- 
scrubbed freshness to Bordeh's oft-confused wire, "The Prestige" 
ma) not be high ar! after all it is a magic-at-the-tum-oMhe-cen- 
tur\ movie but it - an absorbing, diverting and entertaining ex- 
ample ot Minie. lever .inematu sleight ot hand. 
iPod celebrates its fifth birthday 
Apple's gadget has proven itself as revolutionary to digial music 
m ADAM GRIIHIHS 
l\nlu Kffll Statn 
KENT, Ohio - You can put it in a 
wallet. It has its own bed. And vou can 
even  use it   while  you're going  to the 
bathroom. 
At a press event on Oct. 23, 2001, Ap- 
ple ( BO Steve fobs told the media, "with 
iPod, listening to music will never he the 
same." 
He was right. 
As the iPod approaches its fifth birth- 
d.iv. sales of the popular gadget account 
for 75 percent of all MP3 players in the 
United States 
Since its initial release, more than hi) 
million units have been sold across the 
world, which amounts to roughly one 
IPod to ever; 100 people More than 3000 
accessories earn the official "Made for 
iP(»d" logo. 
Gene Shelton, assistant proiessor of 
journalism and mass communications at 
Kent Slate I rmersitv. said the iPod ex- 
panded on what Sony had started with 
its   Walkman,   which   was   released   in 
We thought it  |ust  couldn't get am 
better,   he laid   'With the Vralkmi 
could record vour own mixes and listen to 
it wherever VOU were. The iPod built on 
that and made it easier.' 
freshman advertising major Adam Oli- 
i er agreed 
"I was tired ol carrying around all mv 
CDs," he said. "It's easier to have all that 
music in one place." 
Oliver said he has spent approximatelv 
$900 on his IPod, a case, win's to connect it 
to his stereo and an FM transmitter to use it 
U1 the car. He said he has about 3,700 songs 
on his iPod, most of which he has obtained 
through various online file-sharing pro- 
grams. 
Shelton, who worked at 
Warner Music Group, said the 
advent of the digital age, which 
Was heralded by Apple's intro 
duction of the iPod, forced the 
music industry to reevaluate 
distribution of music. 
With the latest generation 
of iPods, more media are pro- 
ducing content available for 
an audience that gels bigger 
every day. 
The latest video iPods and 
iPod Nanos support feature- 
length films, TV shows and 
podcasts, which Shelton said 
play right into the contempo- 
rary "digital generation." 
II vou'reinto 'CSI' or'Desper- 
ate Housewives/ it doesn't mat- 
ter," Shelton said "It's all right 
then* for you." 
But the iPod hasn't just 
opened up new outlets (or me 
dia distribution. SparkNotes, 
the popular study guides, can 
now be purchased in iPod for- 
mat to use on the go. Audio 
hooks have long been avail- 
able on the iTunes store for pur- 
chase. 
Despite the advantages and wide 
variety of uses for the iPod. Mike Ko- 
/lowskt freshman sports management 
and business administration major, said 
the iPod didn't attract him. 
"The iPod just wasn't the cheapest! 
when it came to space per dollar." he said. 
Still, the iPod is at the torefront ot the 
digital lifestyle revolution. 
"Thisgeneration wants what they want 
now," Shelton said. 
He said that because devices like IPods 
are customizable, the consumer has mom 
choice about which content he or she wants. 
graphic by \M IRFJ4 PACK/art director 
"It's almost narrowing people into 
their own little bubble," Shelton said. "Be- 
cause you can now access only what vou 
want, you don't have to explore or worry 
about what else is out there and it's almost 
limiting." 
Oliver said that he's tound different 
artists and availability of different tvpes of 
mush online. 
"And it's all right there in your hand," 
he added. 
Get used to those white earbud-head- 
phones all around campus If anvthmg 
is clear, it's that more of them will be 
showing up in the not-so-distant future. 
Surfin'theweb? 











Sign up today! Call 1-800-KAP-TEST 
or visit kaptest.com/practice. 
KAPLAN 
TEST PREP AND 
ADMISSIONS 
Take a FREE practice test at this event and 
you'll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive 
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day! 
GRE, MCAT, PCAT, DAT, PRACTICE TESTS 
OAT, & GMAT JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners OCTOBER 28,2006 
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JMU beats rival 
William & Mary in 
Homecoming game 
B* WHITNFY PnoFFirr 
^taff writer  
The eighth-ranked JML football 
team celebrated Homecoming with a 
31-17 victory, dropping Atlantic 10 rival 
William & Mary Saturday afternoon at 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
"When the three Virginia schools play 
each other, it's always a 
really close game," JMU 
coach Mickey Matthews 
said. "Anyone who did 
not expect that today 
has not watched many 
JMU/William & Mat) 
g .line s." 
The Dukes entered 
the game coming off a 
42-23 victory over the 
formerly top-ranked 
University of New 
Hampshire 
"UNH is a tough 
team." senior quarterback lustin Raacati 
said. "We were coming off a big win and 
we couldn't be complacent." 
Rascati completed 15 of 21 |MU 
211 yards and two touchdowns. Junior 
tailback Eugene Holloman rushed for 
118 yards on 22 carries and a touchdown. 
It was Holloman s fourth 100-vard effort 
lit five nmci tins season 
Madison opened with a !7-play, 68- 
yard drive that ended with redshirt 
freshman tight end Mike Caussin scor- 
ing his first career touchdown ofl an 
11-yard pass from RaecatJ 
"I've been waiting all season to get 
it." Caussin said. "It took the seventh 
game to get it, but it felt great. I've been 
working all vear for it. 1 was out for a 
couple of games, to it fell good to get 
back in there and do what I can do to 
help the team win." 
64 —   
If anyone's going 
to beat Akeem out 
for national player 
of the year, they 
better hurry. 
— MICKEY MATTHEWS 
JMU fooiball coach 
-99 
W&M responded early in the second 
quarter when Tribe running back Elijah 
brooks scored on a run from two vards 
out. 
Holloman scored on a 1-yard run for 
the Pukes second touchdown capping 
off a h-play, 65-yard drive to put JMU up 
14-7. After a 28-yard field goal by senior 
kicker David Ra'bil, the     
Dukes led  17-7 at the    Football 
half =——2  
JMU racked up two  Saturday  
touchdowns    in    the   W&M 17 
second half, one off a    JMU 31 
2-yard  run  by  junior 
tailback Antoinne Bolton and  the final 
touchdown was a 55-yard reception by 
senior    wide    receiver 
Ardon Bransford. 
W&M     failed     to 
answer. 
The Dukes' defense 
held the Tribe in the 
second half and W&M's 
only scores in the sec- 
ond half came off 29- 
yard field goal from 
Blair Pritchard in the 
opening play of the 
fourth quarter and a 5- 
yard touchdown pass 
by Tribe quarterback 
Mike Potts to wide receiver John Taylor. 
Senior linebacker Akeem Jordan led 
the |MU defense with his second con- 
secutive 18 tackle performance. The 
Harrisonburg native 
leads the A-10 in 
tackles with 86. 
"If anyone's going 
to beat Akeem out 
for national plaver 
of the year they bet- 
ter hurry." Matthew 
said "You take the 
performance he put 
(Ml List week having 
18 tackles and today 
he had 18 again. 
Akeem Jordan is a dominating defen- 
sive football player; inside he |ust makes 
play after play." 
set WIN, page 12 
Jordan 
IVIN SHOAPTKMO 
Junior tailback Eugene Holloman leaps over Tribe defenders en route to a US-yard performance and a score. 
£) iiiiik_Lii4f \                       Saturday. Oct. 21 Saturday. Oct. 28 ' )         UMass 41, Rhode Island 16 Hofstra at New Hampshire, 12 p.m. *\J ̂ ^^^^i^^L^J   k. y          Maine 21, Hofstra 10 Maine at Rhode Island, 12 p.m. ■JPB"1"1^ ^^^■pw"^' Northeastern 36, New Hampshire 35 Towson at Delaware, 1 p.m. 
FOOTBALL James Madison 31, William & Mary 17 UMass at Northeastern, 1 p.m. 
Towson 21, Villanova 13 Villanova at William & Mary, 1 p.m. 
Scoreboard Delaware 28, Richmond 24 James Madison at Richmond, 3 p.m. 
Dukes can't buy a win, or a tie 
JMU suffers its 
third straight 
shutout Friday 
■v Mi \<.\\ Mm\ikit 
senior writer  
On a crisp. W-degnv night, 
the JMU men's 10000 team lost 
1-0 to Towson University and 
fell to 3-4-2 in the Colonial Alh 
letii Association in fnml of a 
crowd of 949 
The last time JMU won was 
back on Sept. 29. Since Madi- 




have bed Wil- 
liam k Marv 








"We played a solid 90 min- 
utes," JML" coach Tom Martin 
said. "But we have to M on* goals; 
unfortunately, you don't get any 
style points" 
JMU   outshot   20th-ranked 
Towson H-*>, had a M advantage 
in 11 truer kicks and had sconng 
opportunities 
in both halves,    £ 6 
but    wen-    not 
aw., io cony,*.   „,we iiave to score goals; 
J™ *m*m  unfortunately, you don't 
third      straight 
OT goal gives 
Madison win 
t   h< >\ sum 1  naffphtnonrapher 
JMU sophomore mkftetoer Nick Zimmerman battles for a be* against a Towaon < 
in which the 
I hikes were 
shut out. The 
last hme JMU 
posted potato to 
its record WU 
in .i tie against 
WIcMOcl H> 
'I mislmig has been our Ujj 
eaal Btfumckv (Ml   aenkiff de 
fender Mike   luddenham  said. 
'Then'was a huge impn >\ t-nient 
in our effort, but we need to nut 
points up" 
The Dukes tame into Fndav 
night in sixth place in the con- 
fererKe; with  the win.   low son 
moved toH-tn m thaoonamnoi 
and 12-1-2 overall. 
get any style points 
The only goal of the game came when 
lowsonsopkmomNimMangione scored on 
Ins tirst sht»t with 34:53 left in the game oft of 





able to hold 
on despite 
the I Hikes 
n 11 en si v | 
surge late in 
the second 
half. 
" low son 
li\es on WMI 
mistakes.' 
Malttn said. "Ihat's the way |they| pin  We 
were up on shuts five or six to /em, and then 
the) Kotcdonthaif fintahoL" 
JMU's best sconng chance came late in 
die second lull when senior midfielder kuil 
Morsmk's shot from Hi \ards out went over 
tlie goal. Four minutes later. Morsink had an- 
< it herchance when he beat Towson goalie Bills 
Chiles, but senior \igel Marples made the save 
on the line. Chiles finished with three sj\ es 
"WBreally need to finish those ch.in.es we 
get, Martin said. "What we have to do in the 
next ample of weeks is get points 
[MU has two regular season games re- 
maining. I he I hikes will face deorge Mason 
L niversity, the No. 2 team in the CAA, Sunday 
afternoon in Fairfax and will finish the season 
at Virginia Commonwealth I niversity on Oct. 
27. 
"We're going to put this behind us," lud- 
denham said "Sometimes it's inst the wav 
this game goes. Hut it's IHH over unbl the last 
Kama.' 
— TOM MARTIN 





fowion      Nino M.iiij-.uiii.' 554)7 
\ssists 
lowsun      S'1'.iMian H.iriwl 11 
Saves: 
Ibwion      Bill) Chili 
|MU—Kevin Itappfl) 
Records: 
rowaon - 12-1-2 overall. 8-0-1 CAA 






Bain blasts 6th 
game-winner 
to beat Drexel 
■v TIM CHAPMAN 
contributing writer  
Despite dominating the 
time ol possession lor much 
Ol regulation, it would take 
the (MU field hockey team 
M-U'II minutes and 42 sec- 
i di of overtime to defeat 
I axel l-o Friday night. 
K a ( 
ing   ahead 
on i h¥0" 
0 n - o n e 
last [treak. 
1 M U 
treshman 
t o r w ard 
Meghan 
Bain waited on a pass irom 
sophomore midfielder Me 
liss-i Stefaniak Stefaniak drew 
I >rv\el goalkeeper Colleen 
McAndrev\   to the top of the 
craaac befbn dantaaj ofl to 
Ham. uhobuned it in the open 
net 
"It was funny because 
when Melissa  was coming 
dou n wealmoei had achal 
Ham said She looked at 
me and said 'Let's j-et tins 
and we both knew 
I he Dukes (ll-ct over- 
all, 4-1 in the Colonial Ath 
leth \ssot uition i received .< 
briti scare when their lead- 
ing aoal Bcorer Mam (12). 
lett In the27th minute, eftet 
taking a l>ragon s clearaiue 
to the achilles She would 
leave the match for the re- 
mainder ol the first hall, 
during which the offense 
failed to convert on seven 
corners. 
'Meghan has been a ter 
rifle spark all \ ear long and 
SUSAN SOMMI.KM I IH • oninbultnt phtotrafiher 
JMU freshman forward Meghan Bain leads 
the Dukes In goals (14) and points (32). 
we sure didn't want to see her get injured," 
JML' coach Antoinette UlCM said 
Going into the halfj LucaaV squad had out- 
shot their I AA opponents lti-1, but found 
shot alter shot being rejected b\  Ml Andrew 
" I he stor\   ol  UM game  was  how   well 
set HOCKEY, page U 
WIN: Dukes celebrate 
Homecoming with a victory 
The Breeze| www.thebreeze.org | Monday, October 23,2006112 
WIN, from page II 
As for injuries Madison 
came out ol the game generally 
unscathed. The most significant 
injury was a pulled hamstring 
suffered by freshman defensive 
end frae Kenney in the second 
quarter 
Alvin Banks was out for the 
second week in a row due to an 
ankle injury. 
"When he can run without 
limping, we will work him back 
in," Matthews said. 
The win was the fifth straight 
(or the I>ukes, who improved 
their overall record to 6-1 and 
remain undefeated at 4-0 in the 
conference. Phis is the first time 
in [ML history that the team has 
scored more than 30 points in 
five straight games. 
|ML will travel to the 
University     of     Richmond 
next weekend to take on the 
Spiders. Game time is set for 
3 p.m. 
"They're a good team." JMU 
senior linebacker Isaiah Dottin- 
Carter said. "Last year they beat 
us at home, so we're looking for- 
ward to going into their house 
and getting that state champion- 
ship. They kind of show a little 
disrespect on their ring it says 
state championship. This whole 
year. Coach has told us to play 
it game by game, but everybody 
knows the Richmond game is 
next. We want to go in there and 
do well." 
WtVM      0 7   0 10 — 17 
|MU 7 10 7   7—31 
Rushing: (VV&MI Klijah Brooks 
19-991TD, Elliott Mack 1-20, De- 
Brian Holmes 1-2. Raphael By- 
num 1-Z Mike Potts H-U Jake 
Phillips 9+lOk (JMU) Eugene 
Holkiman 22-118 1 TD, Rodney 
lenders 2-32. Justin Rascau 12- 
2n, Antoinne Bolton 3-101 TD. 
Passing: (WicM) Mike Potts 12- 
24-1 187, Jake Phillips 2-7-0 27; 
(JMU') Justin Rascah 15-21-2 1 
INT 211. 
Receiving: (W4MI Man Innkle 
4-57. Elijah Bnoks 4-25, John 
Taylor 3-35 1 TD, Elliott Mack 
2-48, Drew Atchison 2-27, RJ. 
Archer 2-22. (JMU) Ardon Brans- 
ford 7-1231 TD. Rodnev Landers 
2-24. Bosco Williams 2-17. HI). 
Boxlev 1-15, Mike Caussin 1-11 
1 TD,' IX. Baker 1-11, Charlie 
Newman 1-10 
Records: William & Man (2-5,0- 
41, JMU (6-1,44). 
ATLANTIC 10 STANDINGS 














































@ Rhode Island 
Hofstra 
Massachusetts 






@ William & Mary 
Villanova 
Attention Students! 
Find the smokin' pig on campus and win a 
20 person party platter for you and your 
friends! This week's Clue: 
Another name for Cireus! 
Best BBQ in Town!      > **' 
540-435-5558    L / i 
Located on Wolfe Street / | 
Next to Kline's Powntown 
l^fln^heplgandrjturnthl^^ win. 
Need Cash? 
$JAMESUCHONE        (£ 
J) antiQur   ^   ^   ^   jewelry J)     ^) 
Buying 
Gold, Silver, Diamonds 
• MIST be 18 w/ two IDs 
Dont Be Shy... 
Place a classified and get what you want! 
From help to selling we will get the word 
out to the JMU population. A_A oV 
540.568.6127 the breeze@jmu.edu 
— 
1 
meet your new 
study partner 
$174< 
alHr SIM merim nMi MM CM 
•n4UtfadWttro.nl an 
«IMMUUHC>J(<PWCIUM 
M» J-rear service WMMHI 
"iNGULAR"" 
HjrriMHiburg IHMi ( M.rkH Si     ",40  146 6440 
Xcinqular 
raising the bar ..ill 
;.csn« ».T^,^ mcmu •• c-*"« -* SOM - '•-" •— -*— su» - «- *■—«•«• **«•• - >**«*> - ««-••«■•« - -«-. 
UMM Me otter Other condilons andrestrictions "Poll SK conhKl ind ril« plin brochurelor details Subscriber must live and have a mailini address -rth.n Cinjular s owned netwrt. ccwiir area Up lo J36 JIIIYJIWI toe applies (Qwpment pnee and availability iu> 
•"> b>.".iMlirt.l,jall« .variable Irw independent re.ai.rs (art, hnMMM to None ,1 cancelled in the fust .0 da,s W« Jl ;s Some .(MI impose additional tees UrimMed .ore. Seme..: MM «u um^m "ovioeT^ "v."ZrZrZ 
lire individuals MM Hue* II row minutes ol use (uicludint unlimited semes) on Oner carriers netaorks |-oHm usage' I dw.n| an, t» consecut M monIM acted vour otfnet use j- .limner C.n|uu. mi, at ,1. apt«. terminal, «w smrce den, MumJnid oirf 
other urmrs nwi|i. or chenfe four plan to ow imposrn. usafe Charles o, erf,,* usai, rou. ottnrl .up nimnce .1 e«ual to the lesser ol IV) minutes o 40% ol It* Anytime n.l» included win your plan HeUta Mil Cart Cihiule. llTi o^SorVmail^n rehal. 
"Ml card. student 10 discount ind unlimited data peckaie purchase is 1319 99 Allen. Ill l?r—'■ !--*.••"-■—■ o.*....^-.—._— 
on price et vnactrvated equipment O2006 C.niula. Wireless All rights reserved 
*s lor rebate debit card Rebate debrt card not amiable at all locations Mast be customer lor 30 consecutive days Must be postmarked b» 17/1(06 Satai tai calculated bawd   RjH H
The Breezel www.thebreeze.org | Monday, October 23,200611.1 
JJamptire queen 
ycling champion 
entimental ge ' 
Learn more about 
Marjon Walrod 
and tell us more 
about you. Visit 
pwc.com/bringit. 
Your life. You can 
bring it with you. 
'connectedthinking 
C MOB PK+vmntAfi^Coapin UP Al r^hts WMTV«1 -fticmratarhouMCoapan- n*n to PWWW^^OJWCOCW^ 
<r»#mb* firm* o« 9m rMtworti «acf> c* *»WTI « a Mpiral* and m«p«ndfnl I«Q* «nw, 'conn*ct«4w- 
/^/CfW^fRHOl/S^PfRS 
- ramo.MConp*i <*** rwtww IT otnnr 
141 Monday. October 23.20061 www.thebreeze.org I The Breeze 
HOCKEY: Bain lifts 
Dukes over Drexel in OT 
IKHKI) 
|McAndn'w| played,' Vertfcld 
said. 
I he Zimbabwe n.itivi- took 
big BWilttB and was driving 
ihc  ball   hard   and   low   onlv 
to MC McAdama on the other 
end ot every lhot<   I He Drexel 
defense illowed Madison t«> 
complete passes and takes 
shots Irom  anywhere around 
the crease Madison would go 
on to outshoot the Dragons 
20-4 
it was frustrating because 
we  kneu   we  could  play   bsi 
ter,"    sophomore    midfielder/ 
forward   Ashley   Walls   said. 
"We needed to find a way to 
pull around for better shots " 
Madison fought hard, 
though,   as   the   game   pro- 
Eressed and kept the attack in 
read's half of the field for 
Id-minute stretches at a time. 
A minute betore the sudden- 
death goal that would prove 
the difference. Drexel (6-10, 0- 
6 CAA> had gained control of 
the game and won three con- 
Secutlve corners Versield had 
dropped back on the defense 
and picked up two fouls in the 
crease, 
"It boiled down lo being 
tired and a little la/v, Versield 
said. "1 could either give up a 
shot or force a corner " 
That kind of assertive play 
kept Drexel out of [MU's half of 
the field and allowed tor quick 
counterattacks LUOBS liked the 
way her team responded, but 
stressed the  need for smarter 
"Their goalie shut us out 
last vear and we knew we 
needed    to    get    quick    pulls 
around her." LUOBS said. "Tak- 
ing  big  back-swings  isn't  al- 
u.ns necessary sometimes it's 
|ust better to push it by." 
The Dukes played their fi- 
nal home game 01 the season 
Sunday defeating the Universi- 
ty of Delaware 3-0. Bain added 
two more goals and an .insist to 
help improve JMU's record to 
11-7 and S-l m the CAA 
JMl 
Drexel 
1  —  1 
0—0 
Coals: 
JMU - Meghan Bain. 
Saves: 
JMU — Kelsey Cutchins 2 
Drex — Colleen McAndrew 9. 
Records: Drex (6-1Q, <>-*>), JMU 
(11-6,4-1). 
SUSAN SOMMERFELDT/««fnAunn« phtoxraphtr 
Sophomore midfielder Lauren Walls plays the ball upfleld against Drexel, Friday. 
—-   ftakcitf, and deli 
FLEX accepted! 
♦ Full Coffee Bar 
*ChaiLatte 
* Homemade Soups 
♦Gourmet Sandwiches 
600 University Blvd. 
433-2867 
Won  fn   iJO fl.rti   vX*pm 
Sat 7:00a.m.   7:00pm 
Where all the people meet to eat! 
FREE 
Egg & Cheese 





Route 33 East 
Harrisonburg 
433-9181 
(next to Wendy's) 
4 night rental 
one per customer 
Free Membership 
Over 1,000 Movies 
DVDs, VHS, XBoX & PS2 games 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
1940's Antique 10.56 Cls Diamond Ring 
2.26 Cts. Center Diamond LM VS1 
Antique Platinum 8.30Cts Diamond Setting 
This Week $17,000 
"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com 
New Extended Horn? 
Anthem & Tricare 
 EiaKiflfil  
Connie Y. 'RicfiarcCsonJi'PC 
Cogn itive-llefiavioraC Tluravy 
Anger.Anxiety, Depression, Grief/Loss, 
Relationships, Self-Esteem 
for Individuals and Couples 
1164 South High Street   •  Harrisonburg VA 22801    •   540-434-9700 
4<* r f      -   r Hff 
presents 
MADISON MADNESS 
Mainstreet Bar & Grill is packed wall to wall 
for JMU S BIGGEST party every Wednesday night. 
Get here early to avoid the long lines! 
18+ FREE until 10pm 
21+ FREE until 11pm 
21+ Ladies are FREE all night long 
Far mare inf ormatien cad ma 
Mainstreot Party Line @ 433 MAIN (62461 
•r wist us on the web (a 
www.my8aace.ccni/inalnstbg 
Start your new 
apartment search with 
The Breeze Classifieds! 
Every Monday and Thursday 
or 
www.thebrceze.org 
You think you know whats cool? 
You've scoped out the b e s t places to shop, eat, party, & hang out, now share it with the rest of us! 
Z~X; m freeze p^ts        ~] ~TL T 1    ' 




(HI) rOWNH W K(.  Iwo Blocks 
from campus I arge wrap-around porch 
OnM oondJdon i hrac bedroom, two 
full baths (540)564.1580 ww» intoiutv 
net 15303 
N/SFFMAII   warned lu share 
lownhuu.se. Pnvjlc entrance & kith 
Rent- 44(H) • dectrieits - water per 
month Washcr'tlrveron premise. (540) 
MO-3379 
VACATION RENTAI Spacious 
renovated farmhouse. * bedrot>ms 
Perleit tat "out nl Mm" family and 
friends lor those special events or 
i ■■ minutes from JMU. Contact 
jhucklcy v'tf JO I com 
ORF.AI I IK'AMON Sublet room 2nd 
HOHMa AvaUaMa i tami); blocfci 
Irom eanpw S   Mjson Street (.til (571) 
244-6703 
ForSak 
k \l'|   \\ PWH   IOHM | |H |) 
KflpkHfl is lookup tor i part-time proctor 
far ORE. I SAT. and \1< AI testt 
klnnniMcr.il at I\1l S~ 50 per hour, 
evening and weekend shills lo apply 
I mail |M| sum net dk.ipl.iii com M Dill 
(434)979-3001 
l<X*6POMIA(   HOWl Mi I i \.» 
hatters, (iood condition, with regular oil 
eh.mgcs I'ncc $2100 (540) ;S9-7**74 
K»W^ 
MVI  Bl DROOMS.I I IZABI HIST. 
I nice hoUM I Kft \m 2 bathroom*, all 
appliances, hardwood floors and parking. 
<540) 56K-306X t540) 56*-5068 
TOWNIIOIISF hORRKNT! 2 bdrms. 1 
iv j-ail.ihlc tor sublease starting January 
1313 plus ulililies (all Sara al (540) 
023-7204 
V. I   FAY l IP TO $75 per survey www 
(klPatdlolhinkcom 
IBARTl M>INU!Dpto$250aDay. 
No Kxpcriencc Necessary. Training 
Provided   I400-963-6520X1 213 
rOWNHCM SI FORRI Nl * Hunters 
Ridjt 4 Itodroonw, Washer and dryer. 
Ipl   \v.liking divtan^e to JMU 5250 00 a 
month per person utilities not included 
CaU(540>29t*27l6or(540) -110-2191 
Sccutits deposit .IIHI titst month rent 
tenured 
Responsive Management (www 
rcspomiscmanagemcnt COM), J wildlife 
natural resource research lirm is hiring 
polite, professional, reliable survevs 
(NOSALES) Pan-time evening hours; 
Sundav-Salurdav. schedule varies based 
on project; Apply at 1 W Franklin SUM 
(540)432-18881540)432-1888 
API4RINI Madison lerraee.lliR 
l Hath. ( loMtocanpui(63l)455-9396 
ROOM IliR Rl M   \p.irtmenlinAshh> 
seeking to sublease a room tor next 
semester. Spring 2007   Please contact 
Sarah Rcevcr at reevcrse a imu.edu 
(30l)606-45°5 
NOSH l MODtfVOI vi D fttetfU 
Research Ine is hiring part time 
telephone interviewers, no selling 
involved, to conduit survevs Make own 
schedule Mmimun IhoUl shifts, id.ivs 
I week. MM weekend shift retinal 
Shifts are Monday - Friday 5pm - I Ipm; 
Saturdas I l>am-6pm. Sunday Ipm-Apm. 
(540)574-4f,:s 
(Ml ACCOI NTINO INTERNSHIP 
I airfield Language leehnnlojiev 
al>cloittc& louche Icchnologs 
Fast 50." makers of Rosctta Su.rie 
language learning software was 
founded in |W2 and continue- to 
experience uninterrupted growth   Vse 
are current l> seeking .in International 
Accounting Intern to join our finance 
and Accounting teams Duties and 
Rcsponsihiluies •( mincial Reporting 
and Analysis •Reconciling prepaid, 
lixed and other assets, accrued expense. 
inventory, intcr-iomruny accounts, etc 
•Assist in annual external and internal 
JUIIII- Minimum Job Requirements: 
■(.xccllcnl communication skills, 
including senSal and written •< omputer 
skills in both Microsoft office (Word. 
I seel i 'Positive attitude and problem 
solving skills •Abititv to dig in and find 
new wavsio improve III   'Minimum 
of I year commitment or summer 
only commitment, loappl). ptNM 
send your resume to I auren Cole: 
LCOU ..kosi ! lASTOM   - OM 
I airlielil I .m^inge technologies is an 
I qua I Opportunitv l.mplo;., 
4«:-hif>h 
HMwjhebreeze.org 
Monday, October 23,20061 15 
Teachers & Tutors! 
Teachers &L Tutors are needed 
in Harris,.nhurr ( its for High 
School and I lemeiitars level Math. 
Science, i nglU 
iV History programs 
I'rograim are Mondays, luesdavs. 
mdnotdayi and Thursdays, 
3 15pm-4:30pm. $14/ hour 
Apply H www 
university instructors com in 
locrtioa VA04 
INVTWH  HIs- 
Spring llreak 2007 Celebration 20th 
Anniversary w/ Sun Splash loun Free 
Tnp on every 12 before Nov I Free 
Meals and Parlies, Hottest Deal eser 
(iroup Discounts on 6' Hottest Spring 
llreak destinations 1-800-426.7710 
www sunsplashtouis^om 
Penoulf 
SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS 5 
Day/ 4 Night Packages from 41W per 
person- Includes Cruise Iransport & 
Resort in the Bahamas- Outer Packages 
also available- Book HarK fei I Kl I 
VIP Party Package-Toil-Free 1-888- 
852-BF;ACH (I-888-8523224). w^vsv 
(iollahama com 
Animal loser looking lor man to walk 
dogs with Must enjoy Ule movie Dog 
Show Respond to meet Mr Bn)angles 
and I ADI 
Rebel without a cause looking Tor his 
starlet Like riding on motocycles'' 
Watching old mov ics at the drive-in? 
I ets relive the'50s together AD2 
TRAVH WUHSIStothisyear'stop 
10 Spring Break destinations! Best deals 
guaranteed1 Highest rep commissions 
Visit w w w sistrJV d com or call I -800- 
048-484** Oreal group discounts 
Ciorgeous chiks looking U<r a dmv 
blond travel companion Would like to 
go to Italv soon Let's see the world 
AD3 
Got Business? 
Advertise with The Breeze! 
rfstudentssai (hanhcyi nilheB 
at least race or twice a month. 
IlK-JMIiSpons Media Reljtions 
Dep.itmenl i- seek my | ^tudcnl lo 
setve J^. a Web Designer in Athletics 
Photography lor the 2006-2007 school 
>e.i.ir Duties iinluiJe u|xljling existing 
web sue. msijillin^ sottw.ire. MfistiOf 
with -ulrinnistr.itue oAM wurk. and 
Mime pliolograpliv work   Mesible 
Id hour .i week svhedule BUMMIU 
candidates should bt l.imiliar with 
I>reamweaver. Flash and PhdlQlbofl 
programs on j MjMntosh   Photographs 
npericnCC is I bonus   It interested, 
please jpplv online jt Joblink or e-mail 
kushncisLiiiiiie-lu 
III!   MOM II   \M< FONI I'WORK 
Work at-home. Ofl >our (.omnuter 
internet, on vour time Hid .n.iilahililv 
CorMM Moiime nlnwkx2r^e«thlink 
net or www niomiean>4twinseom is4ln 
771-1932 
Travel 
SPRTNQ BRI AK. IN I OMM(N 2007! 
LxpcnerKc London I.ngland for your 
2007 Spnng Break • the capital of cool 
- price is V»w per person, and includes 
accom modal ion in the heart of London. 
daiK breakfast, weeklv travelcard. al 
90 sightseeing tours in London. 
.n optional London Da Vincc Code lour 
and pub crawl and more' Price excludes 
Ugha < .ill ust.Hlas OD 1800 5W 8635 
oi email   sales ,i spmighreaklondon 
oiiii. www springbreaklondon.com 
- discounts tor groups ot 10 or more so 
iu-t nkl 
FTava Flav look-alike looking for his 
Dehshiss please no drama (aki NO 
NEW YORKs) You know what lime it 
UK   \l   I RAVI |   PRfHlSSIONALS 
Kepiesentin^ SIS I ravel. Sunsplash 
lours. Siudenteitv eom. and other 
spring-break companies Group 
presentations or individually   Spring 
break, ski. auiscs. other destinations 
BOtpriOM vvww Advcnturcs-N-Travel. 
MN) 2IS 722Jor(540)434-05'*8 
SKYDIVf One Da> First Frcefall 
Irom over 11.5t«)' from 22 jumper 
■facrafl < ompkie information is 
OH www sk>divcof;utge ccmOU I 
( I Kl II li Ml 5!<540)943-05«7 
JOIN US MONDAY. 
9 PM in Ftslival Ballroom 
for the Lifetime showing of 
"Why 1 Wore 
Lipstick 
to my Mastectomy" 
starring Sarah Chalke. 
This is an inspiring breast cancer 
survivor story 
Geralyn Lucas had recently 
graduated from journalism school 
and landed her dream job at 
"20/20," the last thing 27-year-old 
(icralyn expects to hear is a breast 
cancer diagnosis. Trying to find 
herself, while losing her vibrancy 
and her looks, (ietalyn discovers a 
story of self-acceptance by relying 
on her courage, her humor and. of 
course, her red lipstick. 
It's sure to inspire all. 
Sponsored by UHC Office of 
Health Promotion and ZTA 
'bAH BOYYYYYYYYYY" AIM 
Handsome JMI' guy looking for his next 
kissing rock one true love Must love 
tailgating. football games and singing 
the school fight song.. ADS 
To get in contact 
with your true 
love: 
respond to personal ads at 
brtezt_per\onate<(ihi>tmailxQm 
write what ad you are responding 
in the email and wail for eupid to 
do the manic. 




sssg   ■     ^: ff-C SO *ff9<ltV*. fOU mm •#>« AM/TMJNC 
Y+u  t*.-mntt 
Ir'i «aiy tnd f«nJ 
VHtt svww.ifte*r««ac.«#y 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED WITH THE BREEZE TOM! 
SOMETHING TO BUY, SELL, OH RENT? 
WE GET THE WORD OUT 
S40-56S-6I27 WE BRKZE@JMU.OHJ 
1(> Monda). October 23. 2(K)6 www.iliebreezt'.org   The Breeze 
iv \4 n NOW TAKING 
RESERVATIONS 
LIMITED NUMBER 
ARE STILL AVAILABLE! 
Furnished unit 
3> 30 S Unfurnished unit 
